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AN INTRODUCTION TO THE "HO-P'ING NO 49* 
COASTAL FREIGHTER 

[This Is a full translation of an article appearing 
in Ghung-kuo TBao-eh'uan (China's Shipbuilding), No 4, 
Shanghai» i'^"October 155$, pages 18-39.3 

SUMMARY. 

This article is a eonoise introduction to the 
design, construction and sea trial of S.S. "Ho- 
pping No 49". Actual data and olaculations per- 
taining to the design and trial run of this vessel 
are also Included for future reference. At the 
same time, a general introduction to the analysis 
of principal dimensions of this vessel, features 
of hull structure and the application of n®w 
technique in the power installation and electrical 
systeia are also given. The final portions of the 
article appraises the design, construction and 
sea trial of this vessel and also provides com- 
ments and suggestions for future efforts in 
further analysis and research on the oolleoted 
data. 

(1) GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

*Ho«p'ing No 49" is a single deck, single propeller, 
steel shell dry cargo vessel. It's main engine is a 
Misima type coal-burning steam engine. . The vessel is 
designed to carry heavy cargoes such as timber, steel, 
ore and grain between our large and medium coastal 
ports. Its design is based on the highest class PiC 
class of the 195& Steel Vessel Construction and Classi- 
fication Manual of the USSR Vessel Registration Bureau. 
The main engine's economic horsepower is 1000 IHP? ro- 
tating speed 100 revolution per minutej service speed 
10.8 knots. 

The Shanghai Shipyard started the design and construc- 
tion of this ship in .1958. Under the glowing light of 
the General Line and total support and oorrect guidance 



of the Party, the staff and workers of the shipyard ap- 
plied standardised procedures in the preparation of cal« 
eulation and drawings. It took only twenty-six days of 
designing to finish essential preliminary-starting prints 
for this ship» 

Again, it took only thirty-five days from the shipway 
assembly of hull structure to the launching trtiich-creat- 
ed a new record in China1s shipbuilding history* Hinety« 
»five days after smarting the shipway assembly of hull 
structure^ the vessel was completed and delivered. The 
Shanghai Shipyard had victoriously built that ship« Its 
efficiency and skill matches international shipbuilding 
standards. 

This shipfe shell, propulsion and auxiliary machinery, 
electrical and navigational equipment were all manufaetur- 
ed in our own country. Its quality has been appraised 
and examined-by marine inspection agencies and is con- 
sidered to be of high standards. This ship's features 
are high efficiency in handling of cargo and fuel economy. 
Among domestic sea transports it is classified as an eco- 
nomy vessel« 

This vessel has already been on sea duty for over six 
months on a heavy service schedule« This considerable 
period of actual sea duty has proved its high performance 
and its design has met requirements* Following is a con« 
else introduction to this vessel1s design, construction 
and sea trial. 

(II) DESIQS 

1. Design Requirements 5 

This vessel was designed and built according to anti- 
cipated service requirement».' Its deadweight tonnage is 
3200 metric tons* cruising distance 1700 nautical miles. 
The steam engine'was"adopted as the main engine» Econo- 
mic horsepower was'determined-ae 1000 IHP; trial speed 
not lower than 10.5 knots. The welding design of the 
hull nlatlng was based on the standard FfcC class of the 
1956 USSR Sea Vessel Specifications. SaS. "Ho-p'ing 
Mo 18" was used as the model ship. 



'2,  Hull Design: '    * 

(1) The seleetIon of principaldimensIons ana coeffi- 
cients s ' 

(a) Calculation and selection of displacemenWAe cord- 
ing to the deadweight coefficient method and admiralty 
coefficient, the displacement was first estimated between 
4300 to 4900 metric tons, with 4850 metric tons [finally] 
'adopted. » 

(b)' Selection of length of ship—Based on tested 
formulas» it was estimated that'this ship's economic ■ 
length was L*85**88 meters« The length of ship affecting 
the resistance was analyzed which resulted in the plotting 
of two curves? Effective Horsepower Curve in Fig 1 and, 
under constant speed, the Length of Ship Affecting Re- 
sistance Curve in Fig 2, 

Speed in Nautical Mile/Hour 
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Ship Length (L) in Meters 

Pig. 2 Curve of Changing Length of Ship Affecting 
Resistance 

Fig 2 shows that the resistance vss comparatively 
low when the length of ship was betwert 86 to- 87 Bieters. 
And when the length was over 87 meters, the change in 
resistance was neglisible. ^he length of ship was there- 
fore chosen at 86.0 meters. Further« when ¥«10*5 fß©*s» 
=£ * 0.625 whloh is near the curve's bottom and this 

is fairly reasonable. 

(c) Determination of the beam, depth and draft-- 
According to data on medium and email type sea vessels, 
the length-beam ratio L/B was aoetly between 6.0 and 6.8. 
The length-beam ratio of the mofiel ship was 6.6. Bases 
on tested formulas it was estimated that B 1*.8 to 1.5.:? 
meters. This ship's beast was selected ae 13 Meters. 

Generally speaking, ^en lk   '     0.63 or thereabouts, 
the beam-draft ratio B/T*2.2~2.4. The determination of 
draft should take the depth of various coastal harbours 
into consideration. According to requirement, this 
ship's draft should be about the same as the model ship 
whose draft was T*5.66 meters, Based on calculation, 
the beam-draft was 2.3 which is between the 2.2 and 2.4 
as set forth above. 

The depth of ship should be deterained according to 
the freeboard, hold, capacity and the values of L/H and 
H/T. Generally, the limitation on the L/H ratio of 
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modern sea vessels Is 14 and H/T=1.Ö5~2.0. Because this  , 
vessel was designed mainly for carrying coal,•it would 
fulfill requirements when hold capacity coefficient 
Therefore, H was taken at 6,5 rasters and by calculation 
the hold.capacity coefficient* =1.3 meters/ton wbloh 
also corresponds with the freeboard. Thus, L/H=13.c5<l4, 
B/T«1,145>1.05 which are all within usual limitations. 

(d) The selection of principal ooefficients~-Based 
♦on principal dimensions selected above, this ship s block ^ 
coefficient 6* =0.744, Calculated by tested formula d  =0,73 - 
to 0.77. 

Usually for such type of vessel if we take higher aidf 
ship-section coefficient -B and lower prismatic coeffi- 
cients we could get lower resistance. According to the 
suggestion of Mr MNo-ohi-tew and Mr MFan-la-mao-lun. , 
the value of ß is near 0.98. We took higher value ß=0.9ö3, 
then ¥ =r s/ß  = 0.757. At this instance» ®   » 0,535. Mr 
Baker holds that when® = 0.515, the wave-making resist- ■ 
ance should be at the minimum. This ship's® value was 
quite near it. 

The | angle of attack at stems of average low speed 
ships is 22ö to 24°, This ship's water-plan« section is 
somewhat wider; £ was taken at 24°. 

According to Mr Todd, Mr Ayre and Mr Yamaken's sug- 
gestion on the location of center of buoyancy %?   of low 
speed vessels, the best*,* =4(0.7 1.7#)L. But based on 
center of gravity calculations in considering pitchins, 
+ 0.673$L is more apt and is not too different from the 
above figure« 

The length of parallel middle body # , according to 
tests and- design experience, is more suitable at 24 to 
30 percent of L.  It was set at 2? percent of L, 23.23 
meters* 

Water-t>lane coefficient "d"\  according to Mr Baker 
and Mr No-chi-te, should be & = 0.829 to 0.84 when this 
ship's Froude number Pr<0.22. It was taken at 0.833. 

(2) Principal dimensions and other data comparing with 
other vessels: 

During the first phase of design work, the data of 
several domestic and foreign vessels of the same type had 
been collected and used as reference. Among them, 



Ho-p'in* Ho 18 vras picked as the model ship.    The,Princi- 
Sfti-flimansions and coefficients selected for Ho-p ing 
lo 49 ?n coSarfson with those of several other vessels 
are  shown in Table T 
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TABLE I Reference Data 1 'able 

.Na»e of ¥essei8 

^peoifleations Ho-o'ln* Ho 18 

90.52 

500 Metric 
Ton 

115.5 

Densei 
Mam 

Length, over-all (aeter)L 90.4 

Length, B.P. L    |JJ«>p) 
278.542 
84i9 

351.5 
107 

279.0 
85.0 

Bean B (aeter) 13.0 16 12.5 

Depth H (jaeter) 6.5 9.5 6.5 

Draft,  full«load, T(aster) 5.66 6.78 5.622 

Blsplaee«ent A jÄ°?>n) 4725 
4800 

8450 
8680 

m 

tm 

Speed. ¥ In H&tttlo&l mlle/hr 10.5 12 10 

Maxissua Sp®ed Vm&x In Nauti- 
cal »lie/hour 11.5 - 13.054 

BoraegoveF x involution HP x 
R.P.M.  (Max.) . 2400x115 1300x113' 

Horsepower x revolution HP x 
' R*P.M.  (Eeonoay) 1000x100 - 900x113 

Horsepoiter x revolution HP x 
R.P.Jt,  (Rated) a» • 1100x107 

Block Coefficient ^ 0.7435 0.73 0.732 

Midship»section Coefficient ^ 0.938 0.989 a» 

PriBisfetio Coefficient  f 0.752 0.737 - 

Watcsvplan» Coefficient A - 0.816 ■m 

Loestloa of Center of 
Buoyancy Xj For© 0.943&   For® 1,?84#L a» 

Length-beaSt Ratio L/B 6.53 ,   6.69 6.8 

Beam-draft Ratio B/T 2,3 2.36 G- $ C£. 

Length-depth Ratio L/E 13.08 - 11,27 13.07    • 

Length-apesd Ratio -^b.         (Economic speed) 
(English system)    /LA                  O.63 

(Max.speed) O.69 
0.641 0.6 



Recessed  Ho- 
ch'ang-wei-lo Deck Wei- p'iag 

Nlteko Joshua Minyo Wadama XI Daigea Wei-ohl-ta'ang chi-ta'ang No 
Msrtt     Maru       Kam Man* 

88.82 

Maru 

90.4 

No 1 NO 2 49 

90.5        -            90.36 mm - 93.2 

276.0    278.96 279.0 
84.0   84.99     85.0 

274.0 
83.52 

279.0 
85.5 

284.5 
86.8 

269.0 
82 86.0 

12.2      12.5       12.5 12.2 12.5 13.2 12.8 13.0 

6.5       6.5         6.5 6.21 6.5 6.9 6.7 6.5 

5.60S 5.55     5.676 5.377 5.645 5.85 5.7 5.6€ 

41$5     4370   4455 
4256.5 4454   4503 

4090 
4163 

4385 
4460 

5100 
5180 

4525 
'     '4600 

4760 
4850 

10.5 10 10 10 10 12 

13.626 11.0 12.445 12.71   13*007 

1350x106 1600 1200x130 1750x118 1100x107 1800x180 

11.5 

1800x250 

10.8 

11.62 

1000x94 1200 1000x115 1200x100 900x1« -   loooxiet 

1200x102 1300 1100x119 1450x110 1000x104 

0.721 - 0.729       0.74 0.725       0.75 0.75 0.744 

0.983 

0.757 

0.833 

6.89 6.8 . 6.8 6.85 

2.176 2.25 2.2 2.257 

12.82 13.07 13.09 13.47 

0.632 O.60 0.6 0,605 

6.8 6.58 

2.216        2.28 

13.07        12.6 

0.6 0.712 

- For© 0.673$ 

6.40 6.615 

2.245 2.3 

12.24 13.25 

0.701 0.643 
0.692 

i 



Table I Continued...... 

Name of Vessels 

§S^MA2S^SM^^^^~. '    S2=EÜaß_ä2-l§ 
Prouft» Nurabsr      -r^r       (Economic speed)0.1872 
(Metric system) sfift-s       (Max.  speed) 0.2045 

l/A*  (English systett}      16.62 

Admiralty Coefficient 
£»xV7tf.P. 326.0 

Parallel Middle Body 4 

I Aaglt of Attack € 28° 

B®sd*r@ ight d* (Metric ton) 3200 

Eeadweight Coefficient dw/A O.6665 

500 Metric 
Ton 

Bensei 
Maru 

0.19 0.178 

17.2 «■ 

(340) 
298 - 

U%h - 

21° - 

5890 -     ■ j 

0.679 m 

Recessed  Ho- 
Ch1 ang-wei-lo Seek Wei« p*i 

Hilclco Josnun Mlnyo Wadasaa 11 Balgen Wei-ohl-ta'ang ohl-ts'ang No 
Mara     MffiL-   ^u     ÄSKL-.    , Maru -«JSaJL»------ —J&JL-— -ä- 

0.188 0.1785 0.17S2 0.18  0.1782 

17.15  17.05  16,97 17.1  17.05 

335    222.5  270.0 213.0 294.0 .    285 

0.2115 0.208 
0.19* 
0.20 

16 »61 16,25 16.8 

285 232 355 

mm » 2J%t 

«M m 24© 

360® 3400 3465 

0*695 0.738 0.73 

1-/0 
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(3) Lines Plan, Propeller, Horsepower and Speed: 

This vessel's stern is regular cruiser stern and the 
«tern is of clipper type bow* Forebody line plan is of V 
tvTv*. The stem line is slightly peaked* Stem sheer was 
chosen at 2.5 meters, stern sheer 1.5 ***■%**•    g|s?d on 
3-0.933, the maximum-section area AmasteB T B = i«o 
meter2. The distribution of cross-sectional areas is 
shown in Table 2 and Section»Area Curve» (Fig 3) 

Table 2 SecttonjypeaJDl^^ 

Station ^ .    c, 
NujSM.Sl—.     -^~ «-5~  -^~  •"*"*""*  "**"^"    ~ 
Area(Meter»2)  5,9 12.02 30.10 45.64 58.02 65.60 

P(I/12axfI   8.16 16.65 41.65 63.2 80.4 90.? 

JL -2~  JL  -SL -IS- -11 i-li- 

Area{Meter2)  69.90 71.80 72.30 72.3 72.3 72.3 72.3 

j*(VAmax)*   96.60 99 »2  100  100  100  100 100 

-*-J* *«^L„ ■„■■JSvSLn -JKMSS»«*--* «aawiW-iriW*» iniw.Mli*>»»       ««w«**««**       wiaJ..JinMW*> ■■ 

Area(Meter2)  72,3 72.2 70.2 63.6 51.2 34.2 14.7 - 

%  (A/Aaax)'^  100 99.99 97.2 88.1 70.9 4?.4 20.31 - 

r T"T~T Fig. 3   Sect!on-Area Cur TO 

i 

"1 
J 
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Effective horsepower from results of model test was 
■ompared with LHJ. curve calculated by the Ayre Method 
n £iß 5. Under the designed speed V=10.8 knots, model 
eat data showo ite effective horsepower is approximately 

I perS liSger than that ■ calculated by the Ay« Method. 

Spesd Vs In Nautical Mile/Hour 

Fig 5 Effective Horsepower Curve 

The propeller design was based on Bj - ^0 sj**Jf 
ieslgn diagram of Dr Laurens Troost. Main engine e 
aorsepowr most frequently used was 1000 J??. .t??r.lino▼ 
rolution/minute. Transmission and mechanical ««Jo*«"* 
„as taken at 86.4 percent which is equlraljjnt to dg.lvar- 
s»d horsepower 843 HP in the test basin. The wake fraction 
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4.  «+ d? - n ^22    thrust deduction    t =s 0.226, hull 
WJ?i!?SnS^ "- 1.14 and by calculation,  curves were 
ewÜ5 So^inS tte relation between Thrust Horsepower plotted snowing x.u« X^J.<*«*^        «..p-p««**«» Horsepower  (SHP) 
(TKP)  under designed speed ana Sffeetl/e tior^ep.™ 
in Fig 6. 

*——   EHP Curve by Ayre Method 
-   EIIP Curve by Model Test 

k   B4.40 - TliP Curve 

/.YV> 

Speed Vs in Nautical Mile/Hour 

Fi  6 Thrust Horsepower and Effective Horsepower Curves 
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Prom Fig 6 we obtained the speed at intersecting point, 
of THP and EHP curves V s 10.8 knots. With consideration 
of added resistance» the desi gi of propeller was based 
on V = 10.5 knots« By olaoulation, this ship's propeller 
dimensions are': ' 

Diameter D'= 4.0 meter 

Pitch •  Ho = 3.16 meter 

Pitch Ratio        H0/D = 0.79 

Propeller Effi-    • ■' y,   ' 
clency {P  ~ 64.1 percent 

Boss-Diameter Ratio d&/D =0.175 

Number of Blades'   Z  = 4 

Shaft Thrust       S = 143000 kilogram 

(4) Weight, Center of Gravity and Hold Capacity: 

Based on center of gravity calculation, the empty 
weight of this ship should be 1373.59 metric ton. The 
distance between center of gravity and base line should 
be 5.326 meter. Longitudinal center of gravity should 
be located 1.576 meters from amidship in afterbody. After 
the ship was completed, the heeling test data showed that 
the weight of the ship itself was 1392.8 metric tons 
which was 19.21 metric ton heavier than calculated 
weight.  (1.36 percent of total weight). The data also 
showed that the distance between center of gravity and 
base line was 5.451 meters which was 0.125 meter larger 
than calculated distance.    - 

The ship's launching weight was 870 metric ton. Ver-' 
tical center of gravity 2g = 4.25 meter, longitudinal 
center of gravity Xg ~ 0.731 meter (afterbody). 

By calculation» the weight of steel shell was 787.72 
metric ton which was 57.3 percent of total weight. The 
woodwork and equipment weighed 311.43 metric tons which 
was 22.65 percent of total weight. The engine and auxili- 
ary machinery weighed 274.44 metric tons which was 20.05 
percent of total weight. 

15 



This ship'-s cubic volume.Qys L'B*H a 86-x 13 x 6»5 « 
.7260 meterS, then; 

a) Steel shell weight and cubic volume ratio s 0.1081 
metric ton/meter3j 

b) Woodwork trim and cubic volume ratio s 0.0426 metric 
. ton/meter*; 

c) Light ship(wlthout cargo) and cubic volume ratio = ^ 
• 0*178 metric ton/meter^; 

d) Machinery weight per horsepower = 0.2744 metric 
ton/horsepower; 

e.) Light ship and full displacement ratio = 28.8 percent? 

f) Total deadweight and full displacement ratio = 
' 1 - 0*288 ss'71.2 percent* 

This ship's total cargo hold volume was 4141.8 meter? 
for cargo in bales and 4441 »8 meter-* for cargo in mis- 
cellaneous packaging» Coal hold volume*, was 198 meter-*, 
auxiliary cargo hold or auxiliary.coal hold volume was 
208.4 meter3, and deadweight 3132 metric ton. Therefore, 
coefficient of hold capacity t\  = 4141*8/3132 a  1.32 
meterVmetrla ton. Total water tank capacity was 436*9 
meter?; boiler feed water tank capacity was 5,12*7 meter-», 
drinking water tank capacity was 91.50 meter5. 

" (5) Stability and Various Load Conditions*' 

The design of this ship's stability was based on 
requirements' of the second class vessel listed under the 
USSR 1948 Rules (Provisional) Governing the Stability of 
Ocean G-olnst and Coastal Vessels* By calculation, the 
height of transverse stability is 0,5 meter minimum, and 
2.754 meters maximum. The dynamic and statical stabili- 
ties all satisfy requirements. Only under full load and 
half load conditions is the angle of heel of the ship 
while leaving port 58°< 600. The' rolling period is 
estimated between 10 to 14 seconds. 

(6) Ship's Plans 

The ship has four water tight bulkheads. Adjacent 
to the engine room are two large cargo holds which have 
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four cargo hatches (9»75 meter x  6.0 meter). The ship's 
crew numbers 43 men. High ranking officers occupy single 
cabins and crew members oooupy double or multiple rooms. 
Besides the crew, there are 10 apprentices and trainees 
whose living quarters are dispersed at amidehip and 
aftership. On the upper deck, there is a large dining 
hall whlah has a seating capacity of two-thirds of the 
ship's crew at a time« A conference room is located on 
the midship upper deck. The living conditions of the 
crew is comparatively good. The general plan of the 
ship is shown is Pig 7« The areas of crew's living 
quarters are shown in'Table 3* 
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Fig, 7   General Plan 
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(7) The Design of Hull Structures 

The hull structure of this vessel was designed 
in aooortooe wit* «» P*0 class of "IL'tio Ocean 
<io1nc Steel Vessel Construction and Gj.aB8liiQ<*tioii Ke^u- 
liiion?    The steel used was CT4 shipbuilding steel.    At 
tS sale Sme! a wave length of 86 meter and wave height 

h =JL- ♦ 2 =i 4.865 meter were determined in the calcula- 
te •■ 

tion and verification of longitudinal strength. 

The structure is of transverse type.    The space be- 
tween frames is 650 millimeters.    The  ^f'\ J^f ? *® of 

Sided type.    The frames and beams are of onaanel £™f 
ard channel beam with I bar cut to two serrated Tee's used 
as«iSf frame and welded beam.    The inter lor of the su» 
ptrstructure is constructed with large and fflü    M»«gated 
rL»n«T«     ^hi<? kind of structure was don© by applying new 
ISchntoues!    The tnner wll and cabin^urniturea are of fine 
wSSSork and of modern design,    The steal, used for hull 
structure weighed 787.7 metric ton.  Jt** oo*«i^«* °A 

steel weight is 108.1 kilogram/meter-'.    All f^ttiral 
^arts of the structure are adequately strengthened,    .he 
details of the structure is shown in Mid-section Diagram 
(Fig 8) 
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Main Dimensions 

«"-i—J^Hpscr 

Length, Overall 
Length* B.P* 
Beass 
Depth 
Load Draft 

93.2 meters 
86,0     " 
13,0     « 

5.66   tt 

VI^^^SB 

Fig. 8   lttd-Seetion Diagram 
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tj  the mldshit»' section modulus calculation, the minimum 
section coefficient was 12989 .meter-centimeter*, the 
corresponding standard strength coefficient f » 176Q0. 
While!international standard f = 13294s it actually is 
32.4 percent higher than required* As a result of. longi- 
tudinal strength calculation, this ship's stress and de- 
flection are shown In Table 4. .:' 

Table 4 Table of Stress and Deflection 
•'i'l [wumtwm^'Wiim"!'"«' 

Full Load Hogging; 
Deflectlonmax  Deck;Stress 

(Ton-meter) *% jM^C3a§)_ 

15280        1104 

 ffuil.Loaä} Sa^gln^. _  ■ _ ,L  :,-  _^_„__^..„ 
Deflectlonmax ~   Beck Stress     EeelStress 

-650 -50 34*4 

-Light Ship Sagging 
II»»I III.IIIWTII   iiiiiniitiii-iiiiri> iTni]iiiT*iinii-in v> ■w>'t*^iii'Nt*iiMti»wrifiyiw«°<asw»«»»>.'i 

JkMlt Shjj)^^^^ 
Deflectionmax      _      Deck Stress Keel Stress 

.iSj^MetexL ^1^<?J£L ^-teZsa£l 
5650 377 ~209 

DeflectIonmax Deck Stress   . Keel Stress 

Jlpn^eterJL. 2L&fiZss£L. 2toZffl£L 
-5810 -338 215 
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From the above table we «^ *•%**** JS^^^^" 
is(T. = iio4 kilogram/centimeter^ <0.5ö"r.= 1200 Kilogram/ 
centimeter*. Therefore, the longitudinal strengtn of this 
ship -is:quite enough. 

(6) Equipment Design: 

This ship's equipment number is N0 s 1811 
ae*®J" • 

.It is ecuiiroed with two bower anchors, each weighing ^ooo 
kUo?rams,one Seet anchor which weighs IgOO kilograms, 
one stream anchor which weiSte600 kilograms» two bower 
anchor chains of total length of 4$Q «etertf. The dlameter. 
of the anchor öhäin is 46 millimeters. The design of dee* 
equipment was based on the elastic force coefficient cal- 
culation. The deok Is equipped with two king posts, two 
pairs of hoisting columns, eight 3/5 ton J^gJ booms, 
eijrht units of three ton derricks» two life boats of ^ 
Äwpaelty each and one life raft Of 10 person capa- 
city. The rudder section consists of ^action rudder 
post and streamlined rudder blade with 8 ^®^ °fareaa 
The area ratio is 1.6 percent. Cabins and holds are equippeo. 
with mechanical or natural ventilation. 

3. Machinery Design: 

(1) Selection of Power Plant 

According to service requirement0, the steam engine 
was chosen as the power plant. The main engine Is a 
compound double-expansion semi-uniflow steam engine. Its 
various reference number are: Main engine uf%V*PS?^W 
steam with temperature at 310°C, pressure at 14.5 kli°f^ 
centimeters. The auxiliary, engine in «* 5»&i

M "°* £80 

uses suoerheat steam with.temperature at 240cCt pressure 
at 10 kilogram/centimeter^. Steam for general use is 01 
3 kilogram/centimeter2 pressure reduced steam. The water 
system"la a second-class pre-heateü circulation system. . 
Principal equipment is as follows: 

a) General installation of the engine room equipment-'- 
En-rlne room is situated between 51st and 65th frame posi- 
tions. The space between the 51st and 55th frame positions 
is for the thrust bearing. The proportion of the length 
of th« e^Rine room to the length of the ship is about 0.4 
percent. "All equipment and machinery In the engine room 
and boiler room are shown in the.Plane Diagram and Profile 
of Engine Room and Boiler Room (Fig 9a and 9b) Principal 

'• specifications are shown in Table 5» 
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1. Main Engine 

2. Boiler* 

3. Feed £ump 

4. Generator, for Lighting 

5. General 3?ump 

6. Pire Protection Pump 

7* Auxiliary Circulating Pump 

8. Main Circulating'Pump 

9. Boiler Blower . 

10. Electric Drinking Water Pump 

11. Electric Sanitary Water Pump 

12. Main Condenser 

13. Auxiliary Condenser 

14. Hot Well [see Table '5, item 21] 

15* Double Type Water Filter 

16. Water Heater 

17, Drinking Water Pressure Tank 

15. Sanitary Water Pressure Tank 

19. Funnel Type Ash Handling Machine 

20. Motor, Ash Handling Machine 

21. Distribution Board 

22. Instrument Panel 

23. 

24. 

25. 

26. 

28. 

29. 

30. 

31. 

33. 

34, 

35* 

Telltale 

Recording Stand 

Seririce Platform 

Reverse and For- 
ward G-ear 

Traverse Gear 

Oil Tank 

Electric Ash 
Handling Machine, 
Spare 

La tie 

Boring Machine 

Grinding Wheel 

Main Circulating 
Pump Water Outlet 
Valve 

Auxiliary Circulat- 
ing Pump Water Out- 
let Valve 

Auxiliary Circulating- 
Pump Bilge Inlet 
Valve. 
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Table 5 Engine Room, Equipment and .Machlnerx 

l%m N&TO ] Specification :. 

Compound Boublo-erpanslon soai- 2x2!&Jfr-&£Q.  x 100 
uniflow Steaai Engine- 

Surface Main Condenser Condense area 120 
mat®r 

Air Fump, Operated by Main Engine $420 x380 

Bllg© Water Pump, Operated by main ^ 75 x 380 

Motor» Main Circulating Pu»p 

lain' Circulating Pump 

Stft«& ß©n#ratör' 

GtaBeraior 

SurfAQ«! ISoMwa©!*, Auxiliary 

sp» St«am. Warren 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

11.  Fir« Futtp, • Stea» 

IS, (toneral ?uap, Stea® {Ue®d 
coneuFFaatly as fir© puatp) 

13. Auxiliary Circulating Pump 
(Con©urr«ntly ae Bilge water PuaJ 

14, Saali-ary Water Eddy Pu&p,Electric 

15» Briafeing Water Eddy Pump,Electric 

16, Steam Motort Boiler Blower 

I unit 

1 set 

1 unit 

2 units 

x 850 ~550  1 wit 

d$10»pulping 6ÄP&- 
Toity, 300^ 350 
a®t®r^/hour 

- 8S> . 

20 kw,  115 V,   500 

Condense area 

itSÜL^Jäfi JJ 30*45, 
predlw® tue ad 60 
»©t«r ©<?ltan of 
water 

1 usit 

2 units 

a 2  unite 

1 aet 

2 unite 

1 unit 

ditto 

saure nead 40 m®ter 
column of water 

dcri^ptauping oap&cl« 1 uait 
ty 8 K«t«r3/bour 

«I « 

S 250^550 

1 unit 

1 unit 

«r J?£ 



Table 5 continued  

Name 

1?.        Boiler Slower 

18.      First Glass Water Heater,  Cylin« 
drlaal 

19.      Senonä Class Water Heaters 
Cylindrical 

liste ?p»esure Water 

C*tSB,* 

Filter 

Lo*'Pressure 
(Hut f»11) 

Vater'Flit*!? 

f&»      feis?» and Forward ®i«is 

24* Pistrifeuti©» Board 

2§* Sisgl« RiBg Staust 

afi. •   Äftitt» Oil 'iirnk 

M *  ■   ßjlisÄi? Oil Tsm& 

28*      Hei Walser £ stak 

if*      S®sslt»j Water Pr# 

30« 

31.     R 

f&rik 

0800,wind capacity  I uni't 
21500 taeter37hour» 
wind pressure 50 
millimeter column 
of water 

Heating area 7.8 1 unit 
m«tar2».Fe©d temp- 
erature 9OP0    ;. '■ 

Heatlag area ?.8    1 unit 
ast^r8. Fead temp- 
©ratura 120°C 

läner diasftter ^65»,      2 uoaii 
as.fsa.Qliy 10,5 s&t^r-5/ 
hour 

18T5 .x 860 x 1100        1 tmit 

-:||G x 250~300 1 u&lt 

Gh&ln disaster $15 ;; 1 unit 

2100x530x0880      1 unit 

.0285(Shaft dloMiwr) 1 unit 

?6© .x -'330' x 1050 '■ ■  2 

'369 x 3'30 x 10SS  ■; 1. 

fjrpa At $§20 x 1376    1 

Typ® ki ff510 x 1470   1 

e       K       » K 1 

700' X SöD x XÖÜO 1 

«??• 



b) Equipment Installation In. the dollar .ioo^~~b->-!••• 
situated between the f>5tb and, 76th frames, 'irrere are ■<: ■.-; 
holds on both sides of the boiler roam. 'She• len-tn of ■•-:,•. 
boiler room to that of the length of ship is about /-.0 po: 
The boiler roo© installation is shovn in Fir, 9. Ihe pritK 
equipment In the boiler room Is shown in Table 6. 

Table 6 Principal Equipment in the Boiler,Room 

1 

2 

3 

Description 

Combined Cylindrical 
Boiler 

Fun««!, Typ® Ash Handling 

Spay© Ash Handling Machine, 
■Hecfcrieal 

Specification     Quantity,. 

Produce about 4.5   2 units 
ton/hour/ Heating 
area 164 meter2 

Power 2.0 Kilowatt  1 set 
Speed 60 »eter/ffilnute 

Power 1.0 Kilowatt  1 set 
Speed 30 saeter/min 

e) The' Installation of Deck Machinery—The specifications 
«ad quaatifcy of principal deck machinery of this ship la shown 
ia Tafele 7. :: 

X 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Table T t ff&W, of, Pack &&etämm....MM%aäM3tlm 

■ IIM   aeserlption       ^^8%MMM*M£&. . 

Borriok, Steaa 

Aaohor Capstan» 

, 3 ton, cargo hoist«  8 unit* 
ing speed 26 aet®r/«in 

, anchor hoisting   1 unit 
»peed 12 meter/Bin 

St««» Steering Sear,     150 x 150% 

KLeetrically controlled    Tig 

Boat Hoist 

1 unit 

F-12 Refrigerator 
Compressor 

Descending speed 30 »eier/Bin 2 uMti 
Hoisting speed 0.52 meter/min 

S x 450, energy 2700 
ealorle/bJ%Power 2.8 * 
kilowatt 

1 unit 
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(2) Main Engine: ' 

a) Type and Power—The type of main engine is double- 
expansion'low pre a sure ' cylinder1 Bemi-uniflpw slide-valve 
compound .steam engine« Superheat steam is used* The tem- 
perature of steam entering the high pressure cylinder is 
310°G, pressure 14.5 kilogram/centimeter2. Main engine 
stem high pressure cylinder concurrently operates one 
air pump and two bilge pumps. When main engine air in- 
take capacity is 40 percent« rotation is 100 revolution 
per alnutej the power is 1000 indicated horsepower. Wien 
engine is over-loaded, air intake is at 51 percent, rota- 
tion at 110 revolution per minute» the power is 1180 in- 
dicated horsepower. After completion of installation and 
sea trial, it'was proved that the main engine satisfied 
design requirements entirely. It's 'running condition was 
smooth and stable» 

b) Lubrication System—The rookarm automatic oil in- 
jector is used as the lubrication device* Every unit of . 
the main engine has. five units of injectors. 

c) Specifications—2.x ^|§§&~ x  100* Rotating direc- 
tion! clockwise facing the.stem. 

d) Weight—-52 metric tons (excluding thrust bearing). 

(3) Boilers 

a| The boiler is a combined cylindrical -shape type. 
It is equipped with air-pre-haater» water economise? and 
eteam superheater» and is hand-fired. • A strong blower is 
used for the boilerj the wind pressure is between 40 to 
50 millimeters water column» 

b) The saturated steam of the boilear passes through 
a main stop valve to the superheater at the back of boiler. 
There the steam is heated to 320°C and then is lead through 
pipes on both sides to supply superheat steam to the main 
engine. When necessary, mixed steam can also be used to 
supply the main engine. 

c) Specifications (Each unit)i  ' 

Steam produced .Approximately 4« 5 ton/hr 

Work pressure .........15 kilogram/centimeter2 
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320°C; 

164 meter2 

21 meter2. 

■ : 15 meter2 

, 8'6\ meter2 

>. -4,6 .'Seter2 

4082 millimeter 

Superheat steam temperature ■•• 

Vaporization heating surface......... 

Superheat heating surface   

Water economizer heating surface.,.. 

Air Pre-heater heating surface . *... 

Orating surface .'.«... ....'..<.*«.»•'*• * • 

Boiler inner ..diameter ..... ♦»•• 

Cuter length of boiler '..... '2052/3860 millimeter 

d) Weight - 52 metric ton (excluding feed water). 

(4) The Application of New Technique: 

a> The shaft system uses Ions span intermediate boaringB- 
The model ship has eifht intermediate bearings. This ship 
uses six. The relation between span L andthe diameter 
of the intermediate bearing d is L= y8.l/a. The condi- 
tion of the system was found in good order after trial 
run. Various bearing maintained their temperature be- 
tween 430 to 35°C The temperature of one terminal of the 
«round shaft near the engine room was f^C and the other 
terminal near the stern was 20°C. AB  the resuU of trie 
trial run, it was found that the relation between span 
and intermediate bearing is l25d*L<200VT which is 
reasonable and can be adopted. 

b) Main Engine Piston Ring—The adoption of super- 
heat steam ermine piston rings Evolved problems of wear. 
For the improvement and elimination of that aexlcienoy, 
some improvements were made on the butt el*«f«J<* ff .fe 
construction of piston ring. For instance, the rin® it- 
self was redesigned to a combination of raised and recessed 
lat>. The butt clearance under free conditions was taken 
a?P25 millimeter which is one half smaller than ordinary 
butt clearance. Therefore, the wear on the piston ring 
of this ship was greatly reduced. 

c) It is equipped with an electrical ash hanging ma- 
chine—Most shins are equipped with a manual ash handling 
machine!For saving of manual labor and efforts toward   . 
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automation, this ship uses a one kilowatt electrically 
operated machine. Its hoisting speed is 30 meters/ 
minute. 

&)  Funnel TyD©' ash handling machine—The merit of 
this machine Is its comparatively low power but faster 
ash disposal capability, .In one cleaning of the furnace» 
ash can he disposed of in äaout twenty minutes. The power 
of this machine is 2 kilowatts. 

4. Design of Electrical System 

(1) General: 

Little auxiliary electrical machinery is installed 
in this ship. Estimated by analysis of generator load, 
it was found that the load of auxiliary electrical ma- 
chinery is 12 kilowatts and the load of electric lights 
is about 6 kilowatt during sea run. The total kilowatts 
needed is 18>» On the other hand, during loading &ad un- 
loading at the pier, the electricity needed is about 8 
kilowatts for auxiliary electrical equipment and about 
11,5 kilowatts for lighting. The total is 19.5 kilowatts. 

Because the demand for electricity -is not too great, 
two generators of 20 kilowatt capacity each were installed 
in the ship. As to the source of.the alternating current 
110 V  voltage used by the ship» two units of current 
transformers of 4» 5 kilowatt capacity each were installed. 
One of these .two units is used as a spare. But two units 
can be used alternatively so that there is no cut-off of 
electricity. To insure that the important sections and 
areas of the ship are not affected by the cut-off of elec- 
trical current, this ship is equipped with an extra. 19 x 
6 V battery as emergency lighting equipment. 

{2} Electrical Equipment: 

a) Electricity generating equipment—This ship is 
equitmed with two units of direct current generators, 
each with a capacity of 20 kilowatt, 115 volt and 500 
revolutions per minute. The ship is also equipped with 
two units of current transformers which are for the pur- 
pose of changing direct current to alternating current. 
Each current transformer has a 4.5 kilowatt capacity» 
direct current 115 V, 3,000 volt ampere, 115 V alternating 
current, single phase, 50 cycle, 1500 revolutions per 
.minute. 
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b) Distribution system—The ship is ©quipped with 
a main distribution board (or switch board) which includes: 
two units of 20 kilowatt 115 V each direct current- genera- 
tor control panel» one unit 115 V line distribution panel 
and one unit of 2  to 5 kilovolt ampere alternating current 
control panel. 

o) Lighting equipment—The lighting equipment is 
divided into regular and special lighting. The ship is 

♦also equipped with emergency lighting equipment. Dining 
hall *nd conference room are all equipped with florescent 
lamps. 

d) Communication equipment and electrical instruments— 
The communication equipment includes alarm units and three 
kinds.of telephone service; direct line* permanent magnetic 
type two-way telephone and station to station telephone. 
Electrical instruments and navigational aids include: pro- 
peller rotation speed meter, one set of 755 type electri- 
cal fathometer, one set of drag type electric range finder, 
rudder angle indicator, fir© alarm system, telltale and 
main engine direction error alarm system, etc. 

e) Loudspeaker system and radio equipment—The ship 
is equipped with a loudspeaker system, two units of 110 V, 
50 cycle, 78 rpm alternating current gramophone; radio 
communication equipment includes two transmitters, two 
sets of receiver and automatic signal senders. It also 
has a set of life boat transmitters. 

f) Electric power equipment—Principal electric power 
equipment of this ship Is shown in Table 8. 
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(3) The application of new technique: 

The principal new techniques -were applied in the 
electrical^field in this ship.* 

a) 253-A type electric control for the steam starring 
gear—A set of electrical controls was installed with the 
steam steferinp; «ear, using a. self »adjusting stroke motor 
and electro-magnetic control to operate and control the 
»electric motor of the steam starring gear steam valve. 

b) 58-1A type slide-ring self-adjusting stroke motor 
electric telltale set—Bridge and engine rooßi each has a 
telltale set which are electrically controlled. 

(Ill) THE CONSTRUCTION OF HULL 

1. Dividing of Sections. 

In accordance with the different material specifications 
and the conditions of hoisting equipment, the ship's body 
is divided into twenty»three solid sections and seventy- ■ 
three olane sections. In all, there are ninety-six sections. 
Among them, the heaviest section is thirty-two metric tons, 
and the largest section is 13 meter x  6.5 meter x 1.3 meter. 
The detail of divided sections is shown in Sectional Dia- 
gram (Pig 10). The weight and specifications of various 
sections are shown in Table 9. 

«-For details of these two new techniques, see Shanghai Ship« 
rard Technical Information and Technical Revolution, Third 

"Edition. 
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Table 9-1     is^S&J&S^£S&Jks^}^SSSSJ£33l 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

IX 

12 

2lE£ 

' Solid 
» 

w 

« 

H 

« 

» 

ft 

R 

n 

Specification Width x 

117 -  124 

104 ~ 115 

94 - 103 

85 - 93 

76-84- 

67-75 

58 - S6 

49 - 57 

38-48 

28 »37 

16 - 27 

8-15 

6,4 x 6 x 2 

10.3 x 3.5 -x 1.6 

13 x 3,5 x 1.3 

15 x6 x 1.3 

13 x 6 x 1.3 

13 x 6 x 1*3 

13 x 6 x 1.3 

13 x 6 x 1.3 

12.6 x 7 x 1.3 

11.5 x 6.5 x 1.5 

T x 7.7 x 1,4 

3,3 x 3.2 x 1.5 

Table 9-2    Bi^^m±M^S^M^mU3^MSllSMl 

St@sa Solid      125 -  fct«m        7 x 7 x 9»2 

For©-? 
©astl® 1 130 "  st®m   6.8 x 5«2 x 2*2 

o&ßtle 2 

Stera 1 

Stern 2 

Poop 
Seele 1 

Poop 
Beck 2 

Aftar 
Roue© 

Plane 

Solid 

115 - 129 

0-7 

Stern - 0 

3 - 12 

Stern - 2 

Stern - 8 

11.4 x 9.5 * 2,2 

7 x 5 x 6«2 

7.4 x 4.3 x"6 

11.5 x 6. 

9«5 x 6 

5.5 x 8 x 2.5 

Weight of 
SectionXji! 

9.5 

25 

23 

26.5 

27.5 

32 

27.5 

25.5 

28 

22 

19.5 

17 

23 

5 

10 

i * 

6 

3.3 

2.5 

5.5 

4/t- 



Table 9-3 ä^^^^Sßi^S£^^2l^^^S22^^SiMBSX. 

Bissens lern 
Length x Height  Weight 

Hw»'b@r fyp© Prase Position    (Meter)       (ton) 

a 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

IT 

IS 

19 

» 

n 

117 -» 124' 

104 * 116 

93 - 103 

81 - 92 

72 - 80 

60- ?1 

51 - 59 

39 - SO 

2S - 38 

16 - 27 

*3 

81 -> 89 

71 -80 

60"- 70 

52 - 59 

42 - 51 

0 - 17 

1 - 0 

• St®» - I 

6 x 7»6 

8 x 7.6 

7.5 x 6.2 

: 6 z 6.2 

6 x 6«2 

6 x 6.2 

6 x 6.2 

8 x 6*2 

8 x 6*2 

8 x 7.8 

5»4 x 8 

5 X *.5 

5«? x  2.4 

6 x 2*4 

5.5 x 2.* 

6' s 2*4 

11 x 2»4 

3.6 x  2.4 

10 

7 

7.8 

6 

7.5 

5-5 

8 

6„5 

8 

6 

3*5 

2 

3 

2 

2 

2 

3 

1 

-~ö£ML. 

Port and 
Starboard 

8 

«t 

JS 

« 

M 

« 

N 

Disposed 

# 



Table 9-4 }^ILjtecl£S&Gj^^i21_i^±^ 

1 

.  2 

Dimension 
Length x  Height 

1* Trae Frame Position ___iMSifJll-~—-. 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

3U> 

11 

12 

13 

Plane  117 - 12* 

■    108 - 115 

u 

8 

«f 

R 

K 

M 

99 - 107 

90 - 98 

81 - 89 

7 - 80 

57 - 71 

52 - 56 

43 «* 51 

34 - 42 

25 - 53 

10 - 13 

0-9 

10.5 x 5.5 

3.3x 6 \;. 

3*5 x 6 

3.5 x 6 

13 x 6 

13 x 6 

4.6 x 9.8 

13 x 3.3 

13 x 6 

3.5 %■ 6 

3.5 * 6 

3,2 1 6 

11« 2 X 4' 

10 x 6 

Vi'v;iC,ht 

a/tamSLru Ivans' 

9 

3.5 

3«5 

3.5 

10 

9.5 

7 

5 

10 

3.5 

3.5 

3 

5 

So to 

Port and 
Starboard 

Port and 
Starboard 

Port «ad 
Starfco&rA 

¥> 



Table 9-5 Superstructure Sections 

Specification,Wldtl 
Length x^Hels.ht 

!iHS&®£ S2HS E£ä2£-£2£iii2a _iBSlä£L_- — 

Brid 9 
Deck 1 Plan* 77 - 86 

Brldg© 
Eteek 2 

Bridge 
Beste 3 

Bridge 

Bri&g© 
5 

6S - 76 

59 - 67 

59 - 67 

45 - 58 

S^sk 1    Solid      72 - 81 

Boat 
2    J»2aa»      59 - 71 

59 - 71 
Boat 

$k 4   Solid     49-58 

g&tion 
B<üek H 73 - 81 

R&dlO 
Eso» «1 50-56 

8b*lt*r 
BeeSc « 73 - 80 

13 x 6.5 

13 x 6«5 

4.5 x 6 

4.5 x 6 

13 x 7.5 

13 x 6.5 

4*5 x 8.6 

4*5 x 8.6 

13 x 6 x 2,5 

13 x 5.2 x 3.5 

6 x 3.5 x 2.5 

13 x 4.6 x 3 

V/p 1 C*>i 

(T-onL I v. C I- o    _, 

5 - 

4.5 - 

2.5 Starboai; 

*- * -? Bort 

8 - 

9 = 5 - 

4 St&rboay 

4 Port 

10 - 

9 m* 

4 «. 

4.5 «. 

¥3 



2. Construction Progress and Construction Period 

The progress of all phases of construction of this 
shin was rapid. Therefore the length of the construc- 
tion period was greatly reduced. Due to the well planned 
preparation work and well controlled material supply, 
from 4 November when shipway assembly was started to 28 
November when all water tight tests and shafting alignment 
were basically completed until launching on 8 December, it 

♦took only thirty-five days of shipway period. (Actual work-^ 
ing days—33 days.) 

At the time of launching» the superstructure, deck house, 
and principal trim equipment were all installed and erected* 
After the launching, from the installation of the main en- 
gine, boiler, various auxiliary machinery, all types of 
piping, deck equipment and cabin decoration to the an- 
choring test and then to the engine trial run, it took 
only some fifty days. In all, from Bhipway assembly to 
completion and delivery, the construction took only ninety- 
five days. 

Because the shipway used to construct Horp'ing No 4-9 
was newly built just before the construction started, the 
overhead cranes which were supposed to be equipped on both 
sides of the shipway, had not yet been put into production. 
Therefore, the Installation of king posts and the assembly 
of stem and deck house did meet some difficulties. But, 
through the technical revolution of the workers and by 
utilisation of two 12-ton cranes, the shortcoming on the 
limitation of hoisting capacity was overcome. 

3. Construction Equipment: 

(1) Area used by the platforms: 

The total of used area was 1407 meter2.  It was di 
divided into seven platforms: One 7 x 30 meter, one 7.5 x 
30 meter, one 8 x 24 meter, one 10 x 20 meter and three 10 
x 16 meter. 

(2) Cradle: 

16 Side shell cradles, 8 deck plate cradles, 1 
stern post cradle, 1 stem post cradle, 1 rudder post cradle. 
Total 27 cradles. 
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(3) Hoisting Equipment: 

Shipway was newly built before the construction. 
Other equipment:  two 12-ton cranes and one 6-ton crane* 

(4) Welding Equipment? 

Two automatic welding machine were used. The to- 
tal number- of electric welding machines on the shipway and 
»platforms was approximately 30 units. 

4. Quality Inspection. 

The welding hull plating underwent X-ray inspection 
and the dimensions of the hull was carefully measured» 
They all met the technical requirements of the design. 
The quality of the ship was verified by the manager and 
ship inspection organs and was classified as a high class 
ship. The result of hull dimension measuring is shown in 
Table. 10. 

(Unit - millimeter) 

Item 
Designed 
Dimension 

93200 

Dimension 
Measured 

93170 

Permissible 
.Error: 

Actual 
Error 

-30 

Error 

Length, 
Overall -140 0.032 

Length, 
B.T. 86000 85975 -129 -25 0.03$ 

Beam 13000 12995 -13 **  _5 0.04$ 

Depth 
(Up to 
main deck) 6500 6497 - 3 0.05^ 

Depth 
(up to 
upper 
deck) 8800 8794 ife 8*8 - 6 0.07^ 
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££?? 

Fig. 11   Scene Before Launching 
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(IV)     SEA TRIAL 

After conroletion, Ho-p'ine; No 49 went through two trial 
rurif one lilt* III  the other with full load. The aero 
l:t?h  trial* run was performed outside Vu-sxm« K'ou. the 
main "engine was tested by continuous run and the spesd of 
the ship was determined. However, due to trouble in the 
electrically controlled steering gear, other teats did not 
turn out as well as planned. In the full load trial run, , 
the survey of hull capability was comparatively well per- 
formed. 

•The full load trial run was carried out between 25 Feb- 
ruary and 9 March 1959 when the ship was returning from 
Dairen to Shanghai. The principal teat items xncludea: 

1. Speed Trial 4, Zig-zag course test 

2. Inertia test 5. Course stability test 

s    Tuvnin« test      .  6. Rudder post torque» hull 
•**      & stress and rolling period 

test 

Burin* trial run, the ship was loaded with ore and timber. 
Average draft was 4.58 meters, displacement was 3723 ^trJ° 
tons. The trial run was performed under the Joint efforts 
of the Shanghai Shipyard, Marine Science Research In- 
stitute and'the Shanghai Marine Transportation Bureau. 
Following is brief introduction to the tests carried out 
in the sea trials 
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^Hiltf $S#^|llte?§1^ ■ 

Fig. 12   Leaving Harbour for Sea Trial 
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1.  Speed trial 

This teat was carried out near the Ration beacon 
at Hsiao-ohlu-tuan outside ¥u~stffiS K'Oü.     ibe ^f.flf^ 
„+  +\ir +«4ni   location was 13 meters which was 2.64 tistes 
?L draft of the ship.    ?be distance between the range the draft «  tae saip.    j« lm and sffi00tll. 
marks was one nautioax mixe» i «»u«.*   «» „,     a+~rta. 
miTi /Lwft+inn was from low tide to high tide,    ihe atmos- The duration was irom A«    .«lo +« I?OG      Water temperature 
tthere temperature was from 10f° to 1f4°*    "™*  ^1^*  -*12o 
.Sal o*o c!-   The couTöes on the magMtio 002?" lEHL'i       * 
L-J I'IAO      vest was carried out under the main engine s 

was also determined. 

Trial results were calculated and Horsepower-Revolution 
/«„^i?1 SJrsenower-Speed (IHP-Vs,  SHP-Vs), Main Engine        t 
^ilio£SSd^H.?3 and Admiralty Constant-Speed (CA~VS, 
Curves were plotted which are shown In Mg lj. 
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Shaft"Korsepower (SHP) 

Admiralty 
Constant 

Main Engä & 
Revolt tic |5 

N (r/m) 

Speed Vs in Nautical Mile/Hour 

fig. 13   Speed Trial Curves 
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2. Inertia Teat 

This test was carried out near Yuan-yuan-sha and Ya-o- 
sha outside Wu-aung K'ou. The'water depth of the sea lane • 
was fourteen to fifteen meters. Water was calm during the 
test. The tide was rising. Wind was from the west north« 
west. The wind registered foroe 2 on the wind scale. Temp- 
erature I30C. The"inertia test was carried out in two 
phases, full speed ahead to stop engine and full speed 
'ahead to full speed astern. The result of the test was 
plotted in the Speed-Time Curve and Inertia Distance- 
Time Curve» During the full speed ahead»stop engine 
test, shin's sneed decreased from 12.1 knots to 4 knots 
in seven minutes. The ship's Inertia distance in the 
seven minutes was 1350 meters. During the full speed 
ahead-full sneed astern test, the time required for the 
ship to turn" from 11 knots speed ahead to the point where 
the shirs starts astern was three minutes. The inertia 
distance was 500 meters. The test was carried out by 
the dropping of wood flakes method* 

3. Turning test 

The test was carried out near Shsn-shan Island out- 
side of Dairen Harbour. . The weather was fine, sea surface 
slightly broken, and water detith 40 meters. Average draft 
was'"'4.6 meter, displacement 3834 metric tons. Wind was 
from the northwest; wind velocity 1.8 meters/second, rfain 
engines r tatlon was at SO revolutions/minute, rudder wet 
surface at a r 7.02 meter2, ship's longitudinal section 
wet surface A = 393.6 meter2. The ratio A/a = 55.4. 

The heel during the turning was insignificant« The 
reading on the heel indicator was less than f ♦ The test 
started from steering course 15° to 3^°, turning six txmes 
left and right. The result of the test was the plotting 
of The Trace of Turning Diagram, Turning Angle-Time Curve, 
etc. From the conclusion, it was found that the longi- 
tudinal distance of turning circle was 300-500 meter, the 
transverse distance was 300*430 meter, advancing distance 
was 215*325 meter. The ratio of longitudinal distance 
and length of ship was 3.0-5.8, transverse distance and 
length of ship was 3.5-5.4. The speed estimated during 
the'turnlna test was 5 to 5.5 knots. Time required for 
turning 360° was 5.3 to S.O minutes. The test was deter- 
mined by "hui-chuan-i" [gyrosraph?]. Therefore, results 
are quite accurate«, 
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'. 4. Zigzag Sterrlng Test 

The zigzag course test was carried out in the Yellow 
Sea. The water depth was JO meters. J^e T ^d Sli|nt 
waves during the test- Ship's speed was 9.4 Knojj« <^f 
fron the north. Relative wind velocity 0.8 meter/second. 
lain engiSe^a rotation at 100 revolution/minute. Tne 
rt£rSgX.S was carried out ^ *(W ■•P^Jt*^.^ 
operation of the first test was in tb e J^0^® f^I 
Rudder steered to the right 3f, ™^l™\llt%oP°^ln„  * 
+ irm for 10 seconds, rudder steered to the left -pd ,  mam 
E&ÄthTJESion for 10 seconds, rudd.r .steorod to 
+v» rantar  The seoond test was identical to the ri*su 
test?"iS'oJ^.SStlon was that th, rudder wassteered 

to the left 32° «r.1- ^f nf|Jf£f ? tocoiraeSt«™r 
SS3?oerKht?°the8rUiIer was S2.EM.tto left 32°. «ton 
tte^coursftirned to 32° left, ^rudder was *•«**> 
tb* center. The fourth test was identical to the taira. 
Tnt only eicejtionwas that the rudder was steered to the 
left first. '* 

Result of the test was the plotting of Rudder f^-®" 
^•ITIP and Course Angle-Time Curves. During the first and 
"aicond ?es?sr?^e"Squired for the rudder to change from 
one side to the other and return to the center was 05 to 
75 seconds. 

5. The Course Stability Test 

T»e test was carried out near the lightship at the 
estuary "of the Yangtze River. Helatiye wind velocity was 
4.09 meters/second. Main engine 8 rotation at lcore- 
volution/minute. The method used in the test was main- 
taining the rudder at the center and the brake was applied. 
The cSurse then was recorded. The test was carried twice, 
one under head wind conditions and one under tall wtoa 
conditions. After the test, a Course ^le:*^* <^J ™8 

slotted.  It was found that in ten minutes the deflection 
of the course were! 20° under bead wind conditions ana 
70° under tall wind conditions. 

6. Hull Stress, Rudder Post Torque and Rolling 
Period Test 

(1) Hull Stress Test: 

The test was carried out under the conditions 
of rough sea and cargo load of 2805 metric tons. Strain 
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Va-e was used to measure the stress. The readings re- , 
rtslerel onthe «age were: upper deck stress 366 kllojW 
?entioeterS and Sain deck stress 166 l^logr am/centimeter*. 

(2) Rolling (Test; 

The rolling test was carried out in the East Sea 
under the following' conditions: weather was sunny, sea was 
rouch, and wind was registered at force 6 in the wind 
♦scale  The ship was carrying 2805 ton» of sulphide of   - 
iron ore and 134 tons of coal. The draft was 5-3 meters» 
the height of center of gravity Zg =2.46 meters,initial 
stability moment h « 2.84 meters. It was recorded in the 
test tat the rolling period was 6-6.5 seconds, maximum 
heeling angle was 25^ to 30°.-.. *£" f*>* *£*w?f ?00*^ood 
cargo of the ship was pure ore, tae stability w*s™° r£oa 

and the rollinr period was too short. 1his test was car- 
ried out during the journey between Shanghai and Dalren. 

(3) Rudder Post Torque Test: 

The determination of rudder post torque was carried 
flUHn" the tumlnt? test, zic^a,": steering, test and astern 
S The tist resulted in the plotting of the Torque and 
T?£c Curie! it was determined that during the zigzag course, 
the maximum torque of the rudder post was 9Al  tonometer 
and during the astern, the maximum torque was 9.0 J°5"\ 
meter. These figures are quite near those calculated h, 
theory. 

(V)  CONCLUSION 

After completion, sea trial and six months of actual 
B™ service, HO-D1 in* Ho 49's general performance was con- 
sidered Food, fulfilling original design requirements. 
Here, we"would like to spell out some experiences realized 
durtnc the design and construction of tne ship and a few 
comments concerning the sea trial for future study and 
application: 

1. The nrinciral dimensions and line plan of this ship 
selected under the designed speed CV-10.8 knot) were rea- 
sonable. But the main engine was designed to have latent 
£ower, Due to encouragement stimulated by the »Great Leap 
forward " the crew of this ship did not use economic horse- 
power during actual sea run but used larger horsepower. 
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'Therefore, the actual steaming speed was usually kept 
at 11 to 12 knots. This means that original designed 
line plan and main engine could not perform under the most 
economic efficiency* From the admiralty coefficient, we 
can. see that the most economic steaming speed of this 
ship should be approximately 10 knots. 

2. Prom sea trial we found that the steering performance 
and navigational performance were normal. But when the 
»cargo was ore, the rolling period was too short. On the 
stability side, the healing angle was 58° 60° under two 
load conditions. Therefore, It seems that the dimension 
of the beam can be slightly increased. This also means 
that B/T - 2,3 did not measure up to the stability.require- 
ments. 

3. The layout plan in which two large cargo holds are 
located forward and after and the loading and unloading 
are performed at two posts is the feature of lumber carriers, 
This kind of setup also increases the efficiency of load- 
ing and unloading. Its only disadvantage Is that cranes 
are located amldship. .During loading and unloading the 
noise made by the cranes is quite troublesome to the crew 
members. 

4. In the hull structure, the use of channel, steel cut 
to two serrated teefs as welded frame, welded deck beam 
and stiffener and large and small pressed corrugated panels 
as interior structure"of superstructure are found in good 
order after actual sea service. These types of structure 
have great effect on the saving of steel and lowering 
the weight of the hull. This kind of application should 
be studied by domestic shipbuilding industry and should be 
expanded. 

5. The main engine of this ship has some latent power. 
During sea trial, when the main engine's rotation was 110 
revolutions/minute the indicated horsepower was 1390 IHF, 
the speed reached 11.92 knots. According to test results, 
the ratio of shaft horsepower and indicated horsepower 
(SHP/IHP) was between 0.72 to 0.82. This shows that the 
mechanical and transmission efficiencies were slightly 
too low. This is a question that should be further studied 
and analyzed. 

6. Because the boiler and other navigation instruments 
developed trouble during the sea trial, the heat treatment 
test of the power plant., the coal consumption test of the 
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'boiler and the amok© analysis test were not satisfactory. * 
They are being further studied and tested. • 

7 Durlne the course of design and construction of this 
«hip, the cadres, workers, engineering and teohnloal per- 
sonnel and supervisory personnel were all mobilized in 
close cooperation and coordination under the leadership 
of the party committee* With the encouragement of the 
General Line and liberated ideology» these men worked 
.vigorously and enthusiastically for the technical revo- 
lution and technical improvement» It was this vigour 
that resulted In the accomplishments of design in twenty- 
six days, shipway period in thirty-five days and completion 
in ninety-five days record time. 

The contents of this article is based on Ho-pf ing No A9*1 s 
design, construction and sea trial data, and materials in 
Engine Design supplied by Comrade Yung Ta u^hsien, Eiec-- 
trical Design by: Comrade I» Hslen-chih and Thirty-Five Day 
Shipway'Period for 3000 Ton Sea Vessel by Comrade Chu-Yuan 
chun. We wish to express our appreciation. 
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DESIGN OF THE CHIANG-SU-HAG AND 
THE CHIN-LING-HAO TRAIN FERRIES 

[This is a full translation of an article appearing in 
Ohung-kuo T sao-ch'nan (China's Shipbuil ng). No 4, Shang- 
hai» 15 October 1959, pages 40-60.J 

SUMMARY 

The Kianctnan Shipyard has completed our country s two 
largest modern diesel engine train ferries during the first 
half of 1959. Each ship is 126 meters in length. Each 
ferry is caoable of carrying 18 freight cars of 70 tons 
each and 9 freight cars of 45 tons each. For the purpose 
of improving the maneuverability of the ships, the stems 
are specially equipped with propellers and rudders. 

This article is an introduction to the efforts made< 
during the designing stage of these new ships. The design 
data of three previously built ferries are also gathered 
as a basis of comparison with the data of the new ships. 

The two new ships have been put to sea trial and maneu- 
vering tests after their completion. Based on results 
of the tests, the -oerformances of stem propellers and 
stem rudders have received initial appraisal and analysis. 

In the final chapter, several opinions and suggestions 
are raised in regard to the problems existing in the de- 
sign of these new ships in order to encourage improvements 
in the future. 
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(I)  FOREWORD 

T« l3te 1958,   the overall e,reat leap forward of indua- 
trvXSnd aSrioSlture  stimulated the rapid development of 
communications and transportation enterpr,ses   J£* ££ 
fulfillment of national requirements,  the Klanpnan orup 
yard of Shanghai designed and constructed two jore new 
+ v.oin ferries after completion of the S.S.    Shanghai-nao  . 
.liS 5tMf tod »rLrs o*f tta. yard,  undor the slo«ins lie». 
:L tw Psrtv's G-eneral line,  worked with the greatest 
AAAteoonstruct W of thef *™ •"£•.    Due 
;, their tireless efforts and selfless ende an our,  t*w 
ferrJes "Chlanglsu-hao««  and «Chl^lin^hao» were ^completed 
in June and August,  respectively,  of 19b9.    Ihese two 
ships have been efficiently put  into tae  service of r,.il 
road transportation. 

I>n<vn h^re on "new ship"  refers to either "Ohiansr.-su- 
hao* S "OSSLILRW.    They are of th,  same type and 
same design«] 

ThP -3U+V of the new shin is mainly to ferry north and 
eouÜhound ?raint between P'u-k'ou on the north „«* of 
Ihe Yangtze River and Nankin? on the south bank^ iau*, 
with the ferry  service several railway lines»  HUIUII0 .u-i.- 
Shwhal to Hankim),  Ninewu Line   (Nanking, to Wu-hu) 

iSdtSSu Lii»  (Tientsin to P'u-k'ou    ar? jomiected 
■p-fore these two new ferries entered the ferry  service, 

Thev are?     'Shanghai-hao  ,     jaiuaiib""w    <*"Si 

nao  . 

«Nanking-W  and"P<u~kWhao«  ^ «0??^^„d^lnS 

^t^^^i2S^.'8?KaT1Si. If lotfsMpa are 

oropulaion systems are altogether f^/f?^\^p^X*ön„ 
haots 3 s of twin-enaine stern propulsion bu, the *> u - ou 
htS" L of «ono-enslne Bte* and stern P™P^°n

?^*£°J;# 
In* propellers and rudders at both the stem <*.id tno stern. 
3eca5,sePof the comparatively short ^stance between gan*in« 
orfl p'u-k'ou and the current of the laxigtze River, une 
navigational course between tbese t*o portsj^liJ^™" 
in a'HSM pattern. And the time spent in pulling in an. 
üullinc out at piers occupies about one nalxuheuime re 
quired for the full operation of one ferryins tr*p. 
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'  Under these circumstances, the performance of Pu-k ou- * 
hao" was suuerior because it has the stem propulsion 
systera which increases the maneuverlbility of the ship 
and also has greater backing efficiency. Although the 
horsepower of the p'u-k'ou-hao main engine is only one 
half that of the Nanklng-hao and it's speed is slower, 
the time I^i-k^ou-hao snends on one trip is still about 
the same as the Nanking-hao. Due to the advantage of 
the stem propulsion system, it is.also incorporated in 
«the design of the Shanghai-hao. 

Table 3  Comparison of Prlnc.l.pal_.j)imenalonB 

h 

K 

^J'lame 'of    „ ■ «t    , i 
^-—tassel        Chiang-su- Shanghai- Nanking- P'u~k ou- 

Item    Pj^t^cular^-^^hao  ..Hao iläP_ —53S9—  

1 Length,Over-    126.55 118.35      105.70 104.70 
all  (Meter 

2 Length of    122.00 118.00  102.25 
Water Line 
(Meter;)   ' '" 

3 Length, B.P.  117.20 112.00  100.00 100.00 
(Meter) 

Beam(Meter)  17.2 17.2    17.2 17.2 

Depth(Meter)   6.5 '6.5     6«3 5.3 

6 Draft, Full-   3*51 3.63    3.3 3.1 
load (Meter) 

7 - Displacement 5090 4950    3760 3380 
(Ton) ■ ■ - » 

8 Block Coeffi- c^ Ä,0 
cient        0.690 -0.675   0.66^ 0.638 

9 Midship-section fi_ 
Coefficient   0.972 0.975   0.682 0.968 

10 Prismatic Co- -r <cn 
efficient     0.710 0.693   0.682 0.o59 

11 Water-plane n        n  n - _ „Q_ 
floflffiaient   0.798 0.792   0.803 0.735. 
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arable 1 continued  

Chiano>su- Shanghai-    Hanking-» P'u-k'oxv- 
Item .Particulars      _Hao_ Hao„   .~Ji§2_ -Jiä2  

12 L  :  H                  18.05 17.22            15.87 13.37 

13 3  t  H                  2.646 2.646            2.730 3.243 

14 I  t  H 0.544 .    0-558_m<-0:523 0.585 

15 Effective 
Track Length 
(Meter)       120.534 113.900 

16 Deadweight „,«<>■,            17Aä 177? 
(Ton) '      2378 2416.3     170o if^ 

17 Vehicle Carry- 
ing Capacity -_-- m5 
(Ton)         1800 1680       Ho ■LJ"1-P 

18 Vehicle Carrying 
Capacity/Pull- oai^ n ,-*0 
load Displacement 0.349 0.34      0.296 0.330 

19 Deadweight/Pull- AR- 0 coc 
load Displacement 0.5575 0.4875 2l-?L------l-- 

20 Horsepower         3-600(DleSel 2-960 2-600 6<£j^ 
Engine) (Steam-  (ateam inline/ 

Fngine)  Engine) 

21 Rotation Speed 
(Revolution/ .an IQA 
Minute)        350 200 .      130 IdO 

22 Speed (Knot)    10.3 10-5     H 9 

(Continued) 
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Partloulars 
eis Chiang« su- 

ite®  Pi£SSil2£L —ÄS£— 

Shanghai- Hanking- P"u-k'ou- 
hao      hao     hao 

24 

25' 

26 

27 

Number 

Type■ , 

Diameter 
(Meter) 

Pitch 

Disfc Area 
Ratio 

Pour»» Blade 
Symmetrical 
Section 

1,890 

1.359 

0.400 

Four-Blade' 
Winp; Shape 

2.400 

2.240 

0« 512 
■»mBl*"*»1»* **««*»**#** 

(Stem   Pro« 
oeller). 

OH dumber 

lWM«tl*™■l■!*l'll«■*■W■'•W, 

Pour-Blade 
Symmetrica: 
Section 

2.,200 * 

1,850 

0.745 

29  Type ■Three-Blade 
Wins Shape 

Four-Blade Four-Blade Four- 
Win er  She,*»© Arch Shape 'Blade 

"-'... * Symme■".:■: 
cal Sec 

30 Diameter 
(Meter) 

31 Pitch 

32 Disk Ar©a 
Ratio 

(stem. 
Rudder), 

1,960 

1.156 

0,333 

2.400 

2,110 

2.300 

2.300 

0.550    O.45O 

2.200 

1*350 

0.745 
• «W.WlM««**<**«*'I1*0'MMMI'm'*' 

mm ** «■*»» ww •*** «a *»«■» «» *•* "•» *""' i* w * 

33 Area A^ 
(Meter*-)    7.36 

34 Area Ratio 
A/LT       0.0177 

9.60 

0,0236 

5.733 

0,0185 

MO*«UW»«*»«t»««*»* ► »«««.«I»«»»»"' (»«■..»■»«••» ".«»«1.« 

(Continued) 
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Chiang-su-    Shanghai«    Hanking- P'u-fe'ou« 
Item    Particulars        haoL_-~-   „Jao^   «^»2«— —JÖS2L— 

{Stern Rudder) 

35 Area A (m2) 9.04 9.60 11.378        5-733 

36 Area Ratio' „       .  . „ „„rtl. 
A/LT        0,0218    0.236    0.0345  0.0185 

» . * 

37' Weight of Left 
k  Ri*jht Balan- Ä_     ..ft 
oing~Wator(!fon) 430       350     200     240 

38  Weight of FOP-  160      •122     172     183 
ward & Astern    . 
Balancing Water 

(Ton) 
«,,»,«, .p.»«.«,™».».«.«..««.«.«.—<«.».«.«»•»"•—™»»«« »«««.».«»».«.•»—«,«...«»»•.«.««««••«»«»«•«««'•«•»«•«»«»«»••— 

39. Height of Stabi- 
lity, Under Pull- ,  .    , ,.,.. 
load1» (Meter)   2.87      3.35    *.& 4-8° 

40  Distance Between 
Center- of Gravity- 
to Base LineZR (m) 5.72    5.1     4.97    4,50 

41  Z«/H 0.88     0.785    0.79    0.85 3 

■«alii«i«i9no*u«si*«MI<i»wis««: 

Burins the initial stage of design, it was first stipu- 
lated that Chiang-'eu-hao and "Ohin-ling-hao" was to be the 
same type as tfce""Shanp;hai-hao" with slight changes in trie 
arrangement* But the urgent demands for ferry service re- 
sulted in the switching of power plant type from steam 
ermine to that of diesel engine. The reason was that the 
steam main engine required a longer period of manufacturing 
which barred early delivery of the ferries. Therefore, 
after a careful checking on the availability of equipment 
and material at that time, it was decided that three units 
of national 6350 type diesel engines would toe employed as 
the main engines. It was also decided to install a stem 
propulsion system. 
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1  Due to the change In power plant installation, the 
dimensions»' arrangement, line plan and structure of the 
shin were also required to have major changes.  In the 
course of redesigning it was decided that the lengtn oj 
the ship.would be lengthened to aecomodate more freight 
cars. 

The designing work of these nw ships was started in 
late November of last year and was completed in January 
4959/ During the course of designing, some improvements 
had been" made based upon the experiences gained from the 
designing and actual .service of Shanghai-? aao. 

For further understanding and research on the actual 
performance of stem main engine and stem rudder, speed 
testa and maneuvering tests was conducted with tne 00- 
operation of the Marine Science Research Institute aft«r 
the completion of these new ships. 

' The design specifications and initial analysis on the 
trial run of the new ship are detailed below* 

(II) PRINCIPAL DIMENSION, LINE PLAN AND RESISTANCE 

Because of the restrictive conditions of the Nanking, 
train ferry pier, some principal dimensions of tne ship 
such as beam and depth were copied from Shanghai-hao 
without any change. The length of the «Mff0^? *»•*,, 
lengthened about eight meters longer than T'Shanghai-hao 

!to s\>Jt the needs of more vehicle carrying capacity, At 
the same time, based on the weight calculation, the dra,.t 
and block coefficient were revised. Principal dimensions 
finally decided were as follows!    \ % 

Length, Overall 126,55 meters 

Designed Length of Water     ' 
Line 121,60 meters 

Length Between Rudder      ,„„  '  * 
Posts 117.20 meters 

Beam . "17.20 meters 

Depth 6.50 meters 
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Draft, Pull-load 3.51 meters 

Displacement, Pull*load ■    ' 5090 tons 

Main Engine Rated Horsepower 3 x 600 horsepower 

De-sign©a Speed 10.30 knots 

Deadweight 2878 tons 

Vehicle Carrying Capacity 
(18 freight cars of 75 tons 
each and 9 freight oars 
of 50 tons each) 1800 tons 

"The line plan of "Shanghai-hao" was taken as a model 
•for the designing of this ship's line plan, The line 
plan of the stem remained the same but the design of the 
stern line plan was based on the requirements of twin- 
propellers at the stern and in coordination with the 
line plan of the stem, The feature of this ship a  line 
plan is that the oross-section of the stem and stern are 
all in V pattern. And to insure that the deck is wide 
enough for carrying vehicles, the width of the cross- 
section from designed water line to the deck expanded 
sharply,  (Pig 1) 

The principal characteristics of thie ship's line plan 
are as follows! 

Bio ek 0 o.e ft i c i ent 

Midship»section Coefficient 

Prismatic Coefficient 

Water Plane Coefficient 

Position of Longitudinal 
Center of Buoyancy 

One-Half Angle of Attack 

Parallel Middle Body 

0« 690 

0, 972 

0, 710 

0, 798 

0 

21° 
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'  She effective ^^^^v
A^

B'9
M^^^^l lT%  ' 

on the line plan, is shown in Fig 2. For the. f^*J Jf 
«tsw^^viart« thA effective horsepower curve or baanguai» 
S3 ? a% plotted in Fig 2* Also included is the f)value 
oTtwo" model hP calculated at 122 aet«r* *hi? lengta. 
It can X we* obviously in Fig 2. th?t ™T **;»,£ A" 
anöö is sliPhtly lower than "Shanghal-hao B . iberciore, 
S the designinl of ahip's speed about four percent of 
horsepower could be saved. 
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/<pca 

Effective 
Horsepowe: 

Pig 2   Effective Horsepower Curve 

(III)   ARRMGEMENT  DIAGRAM OF THE SHIP 

This is a single deck ship.    The main deck is also the 
vehicle deck on which three railroad tracks are laid.    The 
distance between the centers of two tracks is 3.66 meters. 
The effective lencth of each track is 120.534 meters which 
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'provides enough space for six freight cars of seventy-five * 
tons each and three freight oars of fifty tons each* On 
the port'and starboard of■the main deck at" midship, about 
40 percent of length of ship,there are two rows of deck 
houses for the accommodation of ship's crew, To Insure 
safety during the handling of trains and freight oars, 
the inner»' wail of the deck house and neighboring track 
is Kept at least 2*5 meters apart* The entrances to the 
forward and after engine room are also located in the deck 
»house. 

The navigation bridge la located atop the fore-deck 
at quarter length of the ship distance to the stem. Ac- 
cording to previous experience in the services of other 
ferries, this location'is considered most suitable.  It 1B 
a nost convenient location from which the ship's pulling 
in and pulling out at the pier can be easily watched* And 
it is' a good location "for directing balancing pumps during 
the loading and unloading of trains. The navigation bridge 
is T shaped, with &■66-squaro-meter area. The rear of 
the navigation bridge has glassed window so that the stern 
can be watched when the ship is steaming hack astern« 

To insure'that any freight oar and locomotive can be 
carried on any section of track» the navigation deck and 
the surface of tho tract ia separated by a distance of 
5,15 meters» ' In other' words» the navigation, deck form's a 
bridge above the vehicle deck with &  clearance of 5*15 
meters. This allows locomotives to pass under the naviga- 
tion bridge* 

Two engine rooms ar© looated in the forward and after 
body. ' The forward engine room has one main engine. ■ The' 
stern engine room has two main engines. The arrangement 
of two engine rooms in'this manner is for the purpose of 
shortening the length of the shaft system« ■ 

An auxiliary engine room is located in front of the 
stern engine room." ' For the convenience of engine crew 
movement "between auxiliary engine room, forward and. after 
engine rooms without entering and leaving the main deck* 
electrically controlled doors were installed In the water 
tight bulkheads between the forward and after engine rooms» 
The door are opened at all times for engine crew passage, 
but during emergencies, th© doors can be rapidly closed 
by remote"control fro® the navigation bridge. 

Because the engine rooms are arranged at the stem and 
the stern and while it was impossible to install a 
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smokestack at the forebody, the disposal of the forward 
main engine's exhaust was a quite difficult problem to, 
sol^e. In the course of designing, the deck housejwas 
leiurther-ed to cover the forward engine room and It s 
rear housing* This permitted the exhaust pipe to junup- 
ward'through a part of the deck house to the top of the 
navigation bridge. This exhaust outlet was so designed 
that'it looked like an air Intake«, This design saved 
space and was also good in appearance. 

• * 
The left and right balancing water tanks are located 

at Dort and starboard at the mid-body. The total capa- 
city of these two tanks is 430 tons of water for balan- 
cing purposes. With the use of electric balancing water 
pumps, the quantity of water in the tanks can be adjusted 
from the navigation bridge. By shifting water from port 
to starboard or vise versa, the rolling angle of the snip 
can be controlled during the loading and unloading of 
vehicles. 

Stem and stern balancing water tanks' maximum capacities 
are 3?3 tons and 36? tons each. These balancing tanks are 
for adjusting the longitudinal inclination of the ship and 
for ballast during flood season for decreasing the free- 
board to suit the requirements of the gangway s radlent 
at the pier. 

Besides these installations, there are stem and stern 
steering gear rooms and an empty bold under the main dee*. 
There are a conference room platform and a crew rest room 
in the empty hold. Also Installed in the empty hold are 
four spare fuel oil tanks with a capacity of 196 tons. 

For effective protection of deck plating, the main deck 
and the top of the deck houses are laid with asphalt. 

The arrangement of the ship is shown»In Fig 3* 
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(IV)  HULL STRUCTURE MD STRENGTH 

The shell plating of this ship is welded except for the 
side plate of the deck and aide shell plating which are 
riveted to the gunwale .tingle« The hull framing is a mix- 
ture of transverse and longitudinal systems*  (The deck 
and bottom framea are of longitudinal system and the rib 
of transverse structure). To Insure the hull structure 
-having enough athwartship strength, a ring shaped web 
frame consisting of reinforced rib» reinforced transverse 
beam and web plate is employed ©very six frame stations 
(4,20 meters). 

In the midship section, the web frame la employed every 
three frame stations because this part of the ship would 
receive the heaviest impact in-docking operations. And 
at the stem and stern, the web frame is employed at ©very 
frame station because the stem and stern receive great 
Itapact during the handling of vehicles. 

The selection of a mixtureof longitudinal and transverse 
fr&mlna systems was a new attempt» Older shops like Man» 
klng-hao11 and "P-u-k'ou-hao" are all of transverse f rass- 
ln*''struoture. Searching through available date on foreign 
built ferries revealed that most of them were also of 
transverse framing structure. Therefore» wShanghai-hao 
which was built previously was also of transverse framing 
structure in design. But during the designing of the new 
ahio, we considered that though the transverse strength 
requirement of a train ferry is higher than that of general 
types of vessels, if we could insure the strength of trail- 
verse framing and at the same time change the design of 
deck and bottom structure to longitudinal framing« definite 
advantages in the improving of longitudinal strength of 
the ship or more reasonable utilization of steel members 
could be obtained. 

Especially in the declc framing, because railroad tracks 
are laid on the deck,» it was n«oesaary to strengthen longi- 
tudinal girder throughout the total length of track under 
the deck In order to support the vehicle lead. These longi- 
tudinal girders provided advantageous conditions to the 
longitudinal frame stniKttDPö of the deck» 

After a period of actual service» it is now considered 
that the adoption of longitudinal and transverse framing 
aystems in the train ferry is suitable. 



*al 

'  There are definite features in the structure and 
strength requirements of the train ferry, especially 
S£ prinoiple dimensions of the riv.er ferry and general 
typos o?Vessels which have higher degrees of diffjrcno 
Therefore, in the determination of dimension,B o  tjuc,( 
parts-of £he new ship there were no definite rules tha, 
could be followed. During the course of designing, the 
previously built ferry "Shanghai«.haf  was t»Jen as the 
basis of design. At the same time the requirements stip- 
ulated for vessels for sub-speed navigation zone in the 
USSR Steel Shell Sea Going Vessel Regulations (Sub»speed 
navigation zone vessel's principal dimensional ratios are. 
L/H = 10-24» B/H^ü.25. This ship's L/H = 18 and B/h = 
2.*5) and "Norwegian Steel Vessel Construction Rules 
were taken as references in making comparison-for final 
determination of dimensions of structural parna o, the 
new ship.  (See Pig 4) 

'  Due to improvements in the framing.system and adequate 
adjustment in the dimensions of structural parts, toe weight 
of steel material, in this ship's hull ^considerably light- 
er-tban the three train ferries previously buUt. Compar- 
ed to "Sfcanghai-hÄOw the coefficient of steel weight of 
this ship is 9.25 percent lower, (See Taole.2) 

In the calculation of longitudinal strength of this 
ship's hull, several unfavorable conditions of loads were 
taken into consideration. They are; 

First Condition:' Empty cars 460 tons on the midship 
section. 

Second Condition! Empty oars 460 tons on stem and stern. 

Third Condition; Empty'oars 460 tons on the midship 
section with ballast. 

Fourth Condition: Flood season ballast with empty cars 
460 tons on the midship section. 

Fifth Condition: Flood season ballast without empty 
cars. 

Due to lack of substantial data on the wave conditions 
of the Yangtze River in the Nankin« ares, we used ^4 mecers 
as the wave length and 1.5 meters as the wave height in 
calculations. The maximum bending moment and the maximum 
shear coefficient of various loading conditions are listed 
in Table 6* .  , 
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. Table 3 Distribution of Total Weight 

Weight Percentage of 
No Item  .      (metric ..ton), SoJ^l^Wel^ht^ 

1 ' Total Weight of Hull   1285*15        53«1 

2 Woodwork and Furnitur©   78.6 3*55 

»3  , Equipment and Trim     620.753       S3.1 

4    Engine Installation    227.330       10.25 . 

Total ¥@ight of Light Ship 2211.803      100 

Table 4   MBlrlbuUon_£f^e3^^ 

Weight     Percentage of 
No Ite»m: (Metric ton] Total Weight,. 

wiiiiiii«i»iii"|iv'nii nnjiinn 

1 Steel Material of Hull 1096.31 85*312 
and Weld Metal 

2 Transverse Bulkheads • 57*012 4.434 

3 Superstructure 110.928 8.63 

4 Smokestack 7 «4 0.576 

5 Haws© Pipe and Chain Pipe 3*5 0*27 

6 ' Hull-Allowance 10 . 0.778 

Total Steel We ightofj&li 1285.15 100 

7 Deck Machinery . '32 4.55 

8 Ventilation Equipment 14 2.00 

9 Electrical Equipment 26 3.70 

10 ftAn Bracket and Boss Plate 3 0A2 

11 Sanitary Equipment and ' 
Piping System 12.9 1.Ö4 

(Continued....) 
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'Table 4 Continued..«*.. 

.Weight Percentage of 
No.  __  Iteffi            (metric ton) Total Weisrht 

12 ... Anchor and Anchor Chain     47 6,71 

13,  Equipment                169.8 24,3 

»14   fine  Woodwork             18 2*57 

10 Rough Woodwork (including.tie) 60.6 8«67 

11 Paint               ■    15 2.14 

12 Cement Tile               23 3,30 

13 Asphalt                 278.053 39.08 

TrinuWopdwork and Furniture 699,353 100 

14 Main Engine               75.6 33.3 

15 Generator                I5.3 6*74 

16 Earth Axle and Intermediate 
'Thrust Axle        '                            14 6.17 

17 Steam Boiler                                    8.5 3*75 

18 Engine Room Equipment and 
Piping System                               113,9 50.04 

TotüJfeigntjof. S2i£ine_and 
BoJjler^Rom^ 1."......'   227.30 100 
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No 

Tatole 5    Distribution of..FunjMj2lg&gjBa& 
• \ Weight . Percentage of 

Item _ Xagtilojbon)    2£t*LS*±&k- 
tm^tKauwtya^xmBK 

1 Weight of Light Ship 2211.803 43.442 

2 Fuel Oil 138.60 . 2.72 

'3 Fuel Oil, Spare 195.30 3.845 

4 Lubrication Oil           10,1 0.355 

12*3       0*245 

44 0.865 

60 1»18 

4 0.079 

5 Engine Oil 

6 Fresh Water 

7 Boiler Feed Water 15 0.295 

8 Left and Rlßht Balancing 
Water    ' 430 8*450 

9 Forward Balancing Water 80 .1.572 

10 After Balancing Water 80 1.57<- 

11 Goal 

12 Personnel and Baggage 

13 Vehicle Carrying Weight 1800 35.33 

GRAND TOTAL  ♦ 5039.8 100 

From Table "6 vre can easily see from the numbers that 
under calculated loading conditions, the hull of the ship 
is constantly taking the action of positive bending moment 
(hoggin« bending moment). Its highest magnitude Is 18769 
ton-meters. 

The condition of stress produced at the deck and 
bottom plate is shown in Table 7. 

Under the same loading conditions (First conditions 
Full-load, empty cars at midship) the actual working stress 
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'of this ship's deck is 15.5 percent higher than that of 
"Shanghai-hao" *  (See Table 8) 

The deok bouses 
port and starboard. 

of this ship are- in two rows at the 
aides and are within the limit of 

40 percent of ship's length. Their outer aids wall and 
tbe stra^© are -an & saia© plane« . In order to avoid ttie <±eo& 
house be ins? involved in the hull's longitudinal total 
bendinc. elastic joints were employed in connections as 
»in MShan#iai-haoM. The type of elastic joint in • ShAaghaj.-^ 
hao" is shown in.Fig 5* . 

But in the case of nShanghai~h o", the joint at the top 
of deck house and the joint of side plating are weldea in ■ 
a rlBht an«le. After a oeriod of service, serious oracr 111,3 
occurred at the seams, The crack continues to devexop along 
the elastic Joint itself (Fig 6)«  la order to avoid this 
phenomenon, an arc shape structure was employed in the 
design of the new ship,  (See Fig. 7} 

Table 6 

Load 
Condition 

Maximum'£ 
(ton).. 

I 
Standard 
Hogging 
Sagging 

Wave . • 630 
666 
533 

II 
Standard 
Hogging 
Sagging 

Wave 274 
309 
231 

Standard 
Hogging 
Sagging, 

Wave 621 
656 
559 

IV 
Standard 
Hogging 

Wave 585 
62o 

V 
Standard 
Hogging 

Wave 518 
564 

Coefficient 
of Bending 

Maximum'Shear Maximum Bending   Moment 
Moment (ton-meterj, Ö£_ L/M. 

16009 
18164 
13210 

35.?- 
■7,1 

42*6 

5149 
7012 
3223 

109 
80.3 
175 

16540 
18769 
13535 

35.3 
31-6 
43.8 

15740 
18211 

39 
33,7 

13622 
16112 

49 
41,5 
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Fig 5   Elastic Joint of D©ck House in Shangfiai-hao 

\P 
Fig 6   Crack at. Elastic Joint of Deck House 
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jjP'"~^*"v J?vA '-^-JJ 

Fig 7   View of Elastic Joint of Deck Bowse of Chlafig-sa-hao 

The  structural form of hawse pipe of this ship is shown 
in F^ff 8.    Because the cross»section line plan of stem above 
water line was comparatively flat,  the design of hawse pipe 
was different from those of■rtP,u-k,ou-hao"  and    Shanghai« 
hao.ri    According to service-experience,  the hoolc of anchor 
would easily b© held up when it runs against the  side plate 
at "P'u-k'ou-hao" and * Shanghai-hao!S "which have regular 
tvpe of hawse pipe.    The anchor regularly does not rest at 
its normal position after it is.hoisted*     (See Pig 9) 
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Fig 8 Vier of Hawse Pipe of Chi&ng-au-hao 
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' •""'ÄfläKSmi 

■^ 

Fig 9 View of Haws© Pip® of Shanghai-hao 

The improved structural form of hawse pipe of Chiang- 
su-hao" has eliminated the above mentioned deficiency. 
Under any circumstance, the anchor is readily hoisted and 
housed in final position. 

(V) PROPELLER MB RUDDER 

Two stem propellers of this ship are directly rotated 
by left and right stern main engines. The principal di- 
mensions of the propeller are as follows? 
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■Diameter 1*96 meters 
Pitch Ratio  ,     0*39 
Disk Area Ratio .  0,388 
Efficiency        0.584 
Typs Troost Bj type 

fhere is .one propeller at the stem which is directly 
rotated by the stem .main engine* .For the purpose of im- 
proving the efficiency of reverse "'rotation, in turn in- 
creasing the maneuveribility of the ship» the blades and 
sections of the propeller are in symmetrical forms*  (See 
Pig 10} 
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The principal dimensions of the stem propeller are as 
follows: 

Diameter 
Pitch Ratio 
Disk Area Ratio 
Efficiency 
Number of Blades 

1.89 meters 
0.719 
0.40 
0.526 
4 blades 

Figure 11 is a diagram of characteristics curves of the 
propeller from the results of a model test against Troost 
four bladed.screw characteristics curves. At designed 
speed the efficiency decreased about twelve percent. 

ö.3o 

€!Z5\- 

0.2O\ 

om 

€>./o\ 

QG&- 

Test Result c 
trieal Secti 

Troost B^ Typ 

o-25  _o3ö—~c;W ;c.4o~  *<$   0j&-—z$r~~~~ävo—tfkf—070—^75 

Fig 11 Diagram of Propeller Characteristics Curves 
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The ship has two rudders which are Wageningen test basin. 
B type balance rudders» They are located directly behind 
the left and right propeller at the stern* Their relative 
positions are shown in Fig 12. The stem has one rudder 
which is the same type as"" Shanghai«, hao's.11 

The principal dimensions of stem and stern rudders are 
as follows: '.. ' 

Rudder Area A (square meter) 

Average Form Number Ratio 

Average Thick and Width Ratio 

Area Ratio A/h'T 

Stem Rudder 

7.36 

0.85 

0.0177 

Stern Rudder 

4.62 (two) 

.1.14 

15£ 

0.0104. 

Plane 

Fig 12   Arrangement of Stern Rudder and «A* Bracket 
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(VI)  INSTALLATION OF THE POWER PLANT 

Short-ran^ travel, frequent alternations of backhand- 
forward movements and abrupt changes in the_ payload are 
the features necessarily attached to this stup. 1"**»- 
verabiinv of a hl*h decree in the control system is there« 
?ore Siandei. Thf incipient design of the railroad bureau 
called for installation of a steam-driven power plant. Hov 
evAr it was discarded because the need for tnxs ship w*s 
hecomin« urgent and because the manufacture o.t ateaai en- 
gines recuired a Ions time and high cost, whereas both ^ 
mein end"auxiliary diesei engines can be selected and puc 
Into  Mediate use from a variety of existing products, 
thus shortening time in designing and oull<Ungf and re- 
ducing manufacturing cost. All these considerations de- 
termined the adoption of the diesel engine power plant. 

Takln* the then prevailing conditions into view» three 
units of'indiKenuouB 6350 marine type diesel engines were 
chosen as the"ship's main engine. The diameter of ita 
cylinders is 350 millimeters. The ^ke of fiston £*" 
vels 500 millimeters. Hated speed of revolution is 500 
revolution/minute, rated power 600 horsepower, and raue of 
fuel consumption 172 gram/horsepower»hour. 

All its auxiliary engines are «l^^J-^^J- „^! 
are three units of 110 kilowatts 230 yoxts direct current 
renerators, and an 8 cylinder» 4 stroke aiesel engine or 
national slöo type was adopted as the prime movers of the 
three generator units. 

Some specific equipment on board, such as the larpre- 
tvpe, four-way cross electric cock used in. the balancing 
T/IMDS, and the forward capstan ana the capstan astern all 
hf  which operate only during pulling in and pulling out 
of the staiS at the oier and are inoperative during voyages, 
cause imbalance in the load of the generators, and dimxnisn 
the utility of equipment.  In the course of designing, 
electric power drives and generators driven by the mam 

' engine with a clutch were also considered, but tnere were 
disadvantages here too. Further studying is necessary. 
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(VII)  ARRANGEMENT OF THE ENGINE ROOM 

There are two engine rooms In this ship» one near the 
stem and one near the stern. The purpose of this arrange- 
ment is to shorten the length of the shaft system and to 
simplify installation work on the shaft system« 

^There- are two main engines In the after engine room. 
Thev'are in parallel position and directly drive the 
thrust shaft, intermediate shaft and propeller shaft% For 
decreasing the main engine's inertia when the engine is 
stopped and for shortening operating time during forward- 
ar-d-back engine, a compressed air automatic braking device 
was installed on the intermediate shaft. On both sides 
of the engine room there are a sea water cooling pump for 
serving the main engine, a spare fresh water cooling pump, 
a fuel feeding pump, a spare lubrication oil feeding pump» 
a centrifugal'oil purifier, an engine oil cooler, a fresh 
water cooler, and main engine's oil tanks, eta« Along one 
front wall of the engine room there are four main engine 
starting air tanks and two units of auxiliary electrical 
air ooEroreasors. Along the rear wall, there are aelec- 
trie«* powered low pressure air compressor for tescxng tram 
brakes and low -pressure air tanks» etc, On both sides 
of the engine roots near the rear wall, there are also two 
platforms. A electric motor for eleetircal winch and 
transmission gear housing are installed on the platforms. 

The forward engine room houses one main engine« On 
its two sides there are servicing pumps and heat exchangers 
Near the rear wall» there are also two main engine starting 
air tanks and auxiliary air compressor. On both sides of 
the stem engine room wall there are also two platforms 
eaoh with a transmission gear housing for electrical wxneh» 
The arrangement of various auxiliary"engines is relatively 
good» 

fhe auxiliary engine room is" located in front of the 
stern main engine room. The auxiliary engine room houses 
three dlesel generators and the min switchboard* On its 
port side there are a fire protection pump, ballast pump, 
bilore punro, etc On the starboard side there are a elec- 
tric-powered fresh water pump, sanitary pump, sea and 
fresh water pump pressure tanks and two large balancing 
water pumps and a" large type four-way cross electric .cook» 
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On the port side in the forward area of the auxiliary 
engine room there are the auxiliary boiler room and coal 
hold. The auxiliary boiler room houses a vertical heat- 
ing boiler and steam pump and other equipment. 

The balancing water pump is special equipment for* the 
train ferry. Its main purpose is Increasing and decreas- 
ing the quantity of water in left and right balancing water 
tanks» thus controlling the rolling of the ship during the 
loading and unloading of trains. This ship has two units 
of balancing waterpumps which are of double-inlet mixed- 
flow type water pump. The pump has a flow rate of 1800 
tons per hour. Its pressure'head' is 6„3 meters water 
column, power 45 kilowatts, rotation 620 revolutions per 
minute. The flow of balancing water is controlled by 
the rotating direction of two"large type four-way cross 
electrie cooks, each with a diameter of 0  700. The cock 
Is driven by motor and directly controlled from the navi- 
gation bridge. When the cock rotates to certain angle, the 
motor is stopped automatically in order -to maintain correct 
valve position. 

The details of arrangement in the engine room is shown 
in Fig 13. Principal machinery is listed in Table 9« 
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(VIII)  INSTALLATION 0? SHAFT 3Y3T&-1 

The shaft system at the stsn is the mono-propeller «haft 
tree. The stern shaft system comprises twin-propeller 
Ähvi'tc, The tail shaft at the steta section is dravm in- 
side'the ship. The tail shaft at the stern section, for 
having an "A" bracket» is arawn outside the ship. 

The crank shaft of every main engine is directly con- 
nected to the thrust shaft, intermediate shaft and propeller 
shaft. The thrust shaft is equipped, with i'fichell thrust 
bearings. The Droneller -shaft is'supported by the babbit 
lining "on the tail shaft strut, "ilack oil lubrication is 
used in the propeller shaft. In the past, wear and oil 
leaks occurred frecmently in the stern tube seal lubricated 
by oil. This allowed the- attack of vitiated water and sand 
into the shaft jacket and lining and accelerated wearing of 
lining. Against this background, the design of the new ship 
has incorporated some improvements, in the structure of tail 
shaft lining. A front and rear dual plastic rinp, of formal- 
dehyde methylphenol crraphite and a copper ririp- which rotates 
iATith the shaft were used to produce plane friction.  .Sprlnys 
were employed to press tifdrt the plane of the rin^s.  This 
eliminated wear and oil leaking in the shaft system. 

Furthermore, the jacket of the shaft and shaft are covered 
with a layer of oil-proof rudder to offer more protection. 
This type" of structure installed in the three previously 
built ships has been tested in actual service. So far no 
oil leaking has occurred. However, a longer time is required 
for further observation and improvement. 

(I.X.)  JDSCK MACHINERY 

On the port and starboard of the forward deck near the 
stem there are two vertical type electrical capstans. These 
capstans can also be used to wind the warppinp rope during 
puilln.'- in at the pier. The specifications of the capstan 
are: vreiyht of anchor ?500 kilograms, diameter of anchor 
chain 53 millimeters, anchor hoisting speed 12 meters/minute, 
a.id electric motor power 24 kilowatts. The motor of the cap- 
stan and. speed reducing transmission device are installed 
on a platform under the deck . Only the anchor chain wheel 
and the capstan appear above the deck. 
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Gn the port and starboard of the after deck near the 
stern there are two electric-powered winches. The machine s 
specifications are : 5 tons of pull, winding speed 20 meters^ 
minute» power of motor 19 kilowatts. The speed reducing 
transmission part of the winch is also located under the 
deck same as arrangement of the capstan« 

This ship is eauipoed with two steering gears» one each 
at the stem, and the stern.« It is of a worm and spur gear 
reducing speed type, electric-powered steering gear. Its 
maximum torque is 10 ton-meter. The time required to turn 
the rudder from left 32°.to right 32° is twenty-six se- 
conds» The power rate of the motor is 8*5 kilowatts. To 
insure the reliability of navigation, every steering gear- 
is equipped with two electric motors which can be used 
simultaneously or singly,, 

(X)  ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT 

The new ship's electric power and lighting are all of 
direct, current. Working voltage is 220 volts* Two genera- 
tors are regularly.-used and the third is a spars* Genera- 
tor voltage"is 230 volt 110 kilowatts. It is a compound 
excitation drip»?proof generator» using a magnetic field 
rheostat to regulate voltage to 220 volts. ; Hand«carry 
lights and emergency lighting are all of 24 volts« The 
castor switchboard'has'four panels? three are power 
generating control panels (with a partial power load dis- 
tribution" device), the other is a distribution panel« 

According to analysis tables of power load in the de- 
sign, the load on the- generator is highest during the op- 
eration of pulling in» handling of trains and pulling out 
at the pier* The balancing water pump requires higher 
current in*starting and is frequently started at the same ■ 
time with the winch and steering gear« "This usually touches 
off the circuit breaker. To insure safe service of the ship, 
every ship is equipped with a generator overload interme- 
diate protection device, overloading, of the generator will 
be released through intermediate relays before the air- 
circuit breaker functions* This insures safe electric 
supply? its worth has been proved after the ferry want 
into service* 

But there still exists some problems* Because the 
.step-back efficiency of the intermediate protection 
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device is low, a manual step-back Is required* If a high 
atep-back coefficient electro-magnetic step-baolc relay . 
is Led with protection type time relay, then -the above 
disadvantage would be removed. According to actual ob- 

atlon during operations» when the number of vehicles 
not too large and the loading is slow» only one 

sow 

baLmoinrpurfifis needed Under this circumstance, one 
generator is enough to supply the power needed. 

T?or savins manpower and for convenienoe of control 
steering?, balancing water pump, and cock controls are 
concentrated on one control panel. The  service has been 
satisfactory. 

The telegrath on this ship is of the slide-ring contact 
type direct"current telegraph. Ship's electriciuj is 
lowered to 43 volts as the source of power, When the bhip e 
generator is not in use the power la supplied oy a 6 vol ,a 
175 ampere-hour battery series. 'The interior telegraph Is 
eouinptl with transmitting contact alide-ring and reoelv- 
in?; 'synchronising, motor which combines to become a ayn-  , 
chronized communication system. 

The synchronised transmission of direct current telegraph 
is functioned by the position of mechanical anglein the re- 
sultant magnetic field of armature which makes the rouoi 
turn %  the magnetic action in the game potion as the 
elpctrode resultant magnetic field« In the armature, three 
winlSS are connected in a Y-ahape with a 120 degree angle 
each to the other. The calculation of position of result- 
ant magnetic field can be made by equation of tne theory 
of electricity* 

2 I A - J-3  ~ Io 

stiere A. 3, and 0 represent three wind Inga and also it 
j<3 wesumeo. that the an«le of center line position of A 
windln* is 0° resultant'magnetic field. It is also pre- 
sumed that the an^le under other conditions is angle re- 
lative to the center line of A winding. 

In the above equation? 

O-i is the offset angle between resultant magnet io 
field and cent .T line of HAW winding* 
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IA is current of "A"' winding. 

IB is current of "B
H winding. 

Ic is current of 
f!Cn winding 

iJ^om the above we can see the synchronized transmission 
of the telegraph. The slightest angular displacement of 
the transmitting rotor causes the associated rotors to 
see*, synchronous position, This action activates tue 
sound relay and the alarm ia sounded until tmasiniutxns 
and reply positions- are synchronized when the alarm stops. 

ih> insure the -00wer source of electric telegraphs, the 
cower inlet is connected with two-way electric source 
changeable awltoh for convenience of selection. 

stot) buttom is installed under the bridge telegraph 
(one each, left and right) for interchangeable service« 

ii 

(XI) TEST RESULTS 

"Chiang-su-hao" was launched on 6^February 1959» The 
record of"the launching.is shown in Table 10. 

"Ohin-lin^-hao" took a speed test and maneuvering teat 
in August 1959. ".Results are set forth below: 

1. Speed test. 

3-oeed test was carried out in two operating conditions, 
thre^-en^ine ahead and twin stern engine ahead. Kaeh test 
was carried out under four different rotation speeds of the 
main engines in determination of the ship's speed and cor- 
responding shaft horsepower of individual main engine. 

The shaft horsepower was determined by the ' Mai hale of^ 
the Marine Science Research Institute and by the Semen sforc 
type torsion meter manufactured by the Institute.. 

The draft conditions of the ship during the test were: 

Draft, Stem 2.705 meters 
Draft» stern 3.495 meters 
Draft, average 3*1 aeters 
Correapondinc- 
displacement 4385 metric tons 
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Flpe 14 shows the speed-shaft horsepower curves of three- 
engine propulsion and twin stern engines propulsion.    Srom 
the figure we can see clearly that under the condition 
of same  speed,  three-engine propulsion consumes about 20 
Der-'ent more horsepower than twin-engine propulsion,    inio 
Is due to the fact that the  stein propeller when rotating 
drivea a heavy flow of water toward and against the  DOW,     f 
thus greatly increasing the consumption of the main engine 
horsepower. 

■SHP torn 
'   i Total Shaft Horsapoirar of 

'Total Shaft Borsepcwer of 
twiri stern en'gln® ahead 

^„_«i_^„. #^'~~~~&r Xf.     "~A29       "las" 

Fig 14   Speed-Shaft Horsepower Curve 
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Table 10    Bao<^jrtJ'*mPM£& P.t ,"flhlanfc"SU«haow 

Location of 
Launching \ 

Condition 
■of Ballast 

m*tm M» xn> «a» n& «» e*a «ma «ft aw*tft M 

Total?Weight 
of Launching 

Our Shipyard's 
2nd Shim-ray 

Öradiont of 
the Ship 

^MrpNBÖ&ssWftwnK«*»»' 

653 ton ballast 
water 

2209 tons 

I/20 

400 tons Bearing pros» 
sure of way end 
at forward poppet 

The bearing pres» '25.93 
eure intensity at metric 
forward poppet ton/ar 

• Wk IM> iMF K« ffifi «W Mb KM narw 3 «6f «MW 1MB « 

Slideway 

Gradient 

Length 

Width 

1/19 

173 meters 

1.050 meters 

Distance between inner edges  4*8 meters 
vnt «Mm» a X <MK «a» HW IB» w *.*aHM(*MIB»W»W9W*«S»«*<0 * ts* «^ «M <«*■*«« *s* *»*- MO ** <w «e * 

Dimension of 
Slide 2 x' 1.050 m x 110.55 HI 

Wft iW mm WO' (M-iiMcaaNa»«Ka»<U 

Pressure on 
the Slide 

iraiwm^m'WWM,MMt»if(e»Mi««t9><»i«m«««*M<iwft* 

10 ton/meter2 

K W* MWÜMHtlMHXMMMHI'« weigfiWiMlMliMmwimiWIWWWIMIM«*«*««!««»* *i««ai»w»rc»«»i»*«wai»i3iS"«(»w»« 

Lubricating 
Condition 

Date of 
Launching 

Surface of slide poured on with two layers of 
hard beef tallow 25 w/m, also spread with .. 
yellow tallow, and poured over it with grease; 
surface of slideway poured on with three 
layers of hard beef'tallow 35 &M»  4leo 
spread with chopped soap," kid poured over it 
with grease. 

»Wtot»^««»««*WWWWlMI«S(»W*»i«l«rffl,M»«W«'»M«*«'»»* 

1300j 6-February  Weather   Rain,rainfall 
1959 medium 

« nsft  «if HI» «U «* W» M* «W *3S «O *W *W KM »4» «HI *W «a W» tsn «* WN * 

Measurement 
of Tide 3*8 meters Ranssje of 

Slide 
140,5 meters 

(continued) 
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Table 10 Continued. • • » e « • • 

Times Range of      10      20      30      40      50      60      70 
Dur I XIR JLl£)ä§lil~ __«_-—.— ».-«----_— 
Launching    Tims f«*»M 6.«;    Q.«5    l?.l 14.3 Iß.6 1.8,5 20i7.,. 
Launching /ßee 1#59 %Q5 ^ 4,55 5^6^55 
•*I'w."x^ »       ■    11    1 imiifiinnni inninr«11frttmH-—^tir"— nniii*«>.Wi«ilMIII*aHaiM«'W*m»WWH"—**W—™a™-1 

Range of 80    90   100   On "Float.  .. 

Launching 
Speed    4.76 5.00   4»55 

Draft After- 
Launching    Stem 0.8 n,' Stern 2.85 »»Aaidahip 1*77 m 

iHr«M(i-JiHHr#«i'WW«M*""l^ft**rt^ 
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Table 11    fte^ord^of^eedJCest 

Stern Right Engine,.., Ste£gLj££Oä5iS£ 
^S^atTonShaft Rotation    otia.^ 

Propelling  ,?peed    Speed        Horse- Speed Lorse- 
Cöndtion_ JfcS2£i   I&Ü&1— ^^— A-I—~—-   —  To £ondtion 

1 9.449 

2 

(continued) 
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and half of Table'11'continued. **••*»•• 

Ho 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

3 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

Propelling 

Twin 

Stern 

Engine 

Ahead 

Three 

Engine 

Ahead 

RoTation 

280 

277 

320 

304 

330 

330 

330 

324 

Steine 
Shaft 

Speedii'iiEl   äorsSEßser 

435 

395 

557 

501 

7 32 

709 

709 

66 5 

Total 
Shaft 

Horsepower 

1089 

1153 

1171 

871 

899 

726 

658 

1294 

l£Si 

951 

1001 

1240 

1,238 

1640 

1729 

1729 

1791 

tt-^d on the results from the actual examination of 

of opon water«-test of stem propeller is eUown in iaoxe A*. 
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In the table we can see that the stem propeller s av- 
sraoje advancing at>eed Ve s 0.537 Vs during three-engine 
ahead, but the advancing speed taken during the designing 
it  the propeller was 0*75 Vs which was 40 percent too high. 

Table 12 

Recorded 
;ype               Ship 
of   '             Speed Vs 

iäll£iäl^£ä 1&G.9JU.,  

Stem ISngine      6.27 
Ahead 

Recroded Recorded' Stem Propel- 
Shaft Turning,    ler Advano- 
Borsepower Bpeed of ing Speed       Vg 

3H?' SüäfLiL VaJMstL .   VS 

700 326 4.20 0.670 

)hree~eii£ine 
Ahead 9.034 529 300 5.00 0.550 

,'hree- engine 
Ahead      10.252'    715 5.50 0.53 b 

?hree-engine 
Ahead     10.434 /'.' t~ r\ 324 5° 50 0.525 

Fi'T 15 shows SHP-RK-I curves of various main engines 
luring three-engine ahead operation* Because the actual 
iclvancin^ speed" is lower, when the stem main engine s 
,urni)ip: soeed is above 315 revolution/minute, it is op» 
jratins on an overload-condition. And when turning speed 
.s at 330 revolution/minute, the overload reaches about 
.7 percent. 
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zooy 

Various engine«« SHP-W* Cor*» 
_. Daring Thrw-«ngi.ns tt»sd 

^«^Stern Rlgit Engine     v 

o—i-iStsrn left En.glRe   . 

-UL_UL 
250 $00 S5& 

Fig 1$     Shaft HoM«pc«er-Turirf.ng Speed Craves At 
Three-anglß© Ahead Operation. » 

From the SHP-RFH curves  (Fl* 17)  plated wxth tue 
results of twin stern engine ?»** °?£- ^Sra Teft enSne'a- that there is also an overload wnen th« stern leit engine a 
turning sneed is at 320 revolution/minute. 
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Based on above teat resulta, it iß considered that: 

(1) During three-engine ahead operation, the stem 
propeller has little effect on the in0.rea.sing' of speed. 

(2) The main purpose of installing stem propulsion 
system is to improve control during pulling in and pull- 
ing out at the pier» Because the ship's speed is low 
during those operations» if the dimensions of stem pro- 
peller were sole cied based on advancing speed equal to 
aero, then it ..could more efficiently brlhf" out the- anti- 
cipated effect and at the'same time -eliminate the over- 
load effect of the stem main.engine,. 

(3) Because the design of the stern propeller is based 
on three-engine ahead operation, therefore» during twin 
stern engine ahead operation with the stem propeller out 
of operation the overload phenomenon appears at the stern 
main engine« If the design of the stern, propeller were 
based on stern engine ahead operation only» then it cot on] 
avoids overload but also has the advantageous effect of 
increasing speed. 
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fiOO 

AX. 

SHP-SFM. Curves During "W*1 

Stern. Engine Ahead 
-Stem Right Engine 
- Stern Left Engine 

j<x? 

Fig 16   Shaft Horsepower-Turning Speed Curves at 
Twin Stern Engine Ahead Operation 
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2. Maneuvering Teat 

The method used in the maneuvering test wass In the 
course of turning the instantaneous steering courses, 
were recorded at different timings» At the same time uhe 
turning speed was determined with viameter* The follow» 
In* equations were uaed to calculate the coordinates of 
various -Instantaneous bearings. Finally, ship,8 turning 
track :.was plotted» 

x = VJ   cos $*dt 

y s V f  sin '& > dt 

Where: V - is the turning speed of the' ship? 

•. ■      B  - is instantaneous turning angle; 

t - is time of turning. 

The ship's draft during maneuvering test was the same 
as that of speed test. The length of water line was 116,3 
meters. 

The ratio of-area of twin stern rudders to longitudin- 
al mid-section wetting surface was 0.0218* The stem rudder 
area ratio was'0»0177» 

The principal items of test weret 

(1) Stern rudders turning during'.three-engine ahead, 

(2) Three-rudder turning during three-engine ahead* 

(3) Stern rudders turning during, twin stern engine ahead, 

(4) Three-rudder turning with stein engine in reverse 
and stern engines in forward* . t 

Fif? 17 shows the positions of rudder angle during three™ 
rudder"turning. The records of maneuvering test &f&  shown 
in Table 13. 
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Fig 17 Diagram of Stem and Stern Rudder Angle 
During Thr.ee«engine Turning 

Pig: 18 shows the track of returning course with maximum 
rudder anttle 32° during various test conditions. 

According to test results it can be said that: 

(1) when three-rudder operation (IB) (19) was used during 
stern engines forward position and stem engine reverse? posi- 
tion, ship's advance and transverse moment were at minimum. 
Therefore* under this condition the stem rudder has the best 

(2) Three-*engine three-rudder ahead (11) (12) compared to 
three-engine twin rudder ahead showed some decrease of turn« 
im,  diameter due to the effect of stern rudder* But the 
decrease was not too obvious»  Under this condition the 
effect of stem rudder was not too high. 

(3) Twin-engine twin atern rudder ahead (16) (17) 
compared to three-engine twin stern rudders ahead showed 
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obvious decrease in the turning diameter. This shows 
that the working of stem propeller during ahead course 
has had effect on the control of the ship. 

Mettf 

The direction and rudder angle of turning are as 
follows!■ 

7. Three-engine twin stem rudder» rudder angle 32° 
right,  (continued .«,.,„) 
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8. Three-eng ine win stern rudder» rudder angle 32° 
right.- 

9. Three»engine three-rudder, rudder angle: stem rudder 
32° right» stern rudders 32° left. 

10. Three»engine three-rudder, rudder angle': stem 
rudder 32° left, stern rudders 32° right. 

11. Three-engine three-rudder, rudder angle: atem 
rudder 32° left, stern rudders 32° left. 

12. Three-engine three-rudder, rudder angles stem 
rudder 34° right, stern rudders 35° right. 

16. Twin stern engines twin stern rudders, rudder angle: 
32° left. 

17. Twin stern -engines twin stern rudders, rudder angle: 
32° right. 

18. Twin stern engines in forward position, stem engine 
•in reverse position, rudder angle; stem rudder 32° 
left and stern rudders 32° right. 

19. Twin stern engines in forward position, stem engine 
in reverse position, rudder angle: stem rudder 32° 
right and stern rudders 32° left» 

(XII) EXISTING PROBLEMS AMD OPIMIOil FOR IMPROYIHMT 

1. ttShanghal«haoM was taken as basis for setting the 
rinoipal dimensions of this ship with S meters longer in 
he length of ship as an exception. This was to satisfy 
he needs of higher vehicle carrying capacity* But more 
cGnostic effect*can be achieved if more suitable length 
f ship, speed sad higher oontrolability can he made' 
hrough more study. This is necessary in order to set ä 
etter.standard for future work in the design of the same 
ype of train ferry. 

2«, Because construction rules and standards of .. 
trength were.lacking, the construction of these two new 
erries was based on"the requirements for vessels for 
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sub-speed navigation zone in the "USSR Steel Sea Vessel 
Construction Regulation'8 and "Norwegian Steel Sea Vessel 
Rules" in determining, the dimensions of ship's structural 
parts. And the checking of ship strength was based on 
sea vessel's standards. Whether these policies, are ri<jht 
or not is worth further consideration, 

3« She purpose of installing stem propeller was mainly 
for improving control during pulling in and pulling out at 
the pier. However, test results showed that,, the effi- 
ciency of the stem propeller was rather low. during ahead 
operation. It even has a bad effect on the control of the 
shin. It was only during reversing operations that its 
anticipated effect Is shown. In view of the above» if 
tbe stem propeller were designed for reverse operation 
only, then not onlv could the waste of horsepower be avoid« 
ed but the controllability of ship cojld also.be improved. 
There are some foreign train ferries in service at present 
eouippea with rotary stem propellers. They have very good 
controllability and also are economical to operate. These 
examples are worthwhile to be considered or adopted in the 
future design of train ferries. 

4. Tbe 6350 type diesel engine can be attached with a 
supercharger of exhaust turbine. The rated power could 
reach 930 horsepower with the supercharger, , During, the 
initial stase of' desi«$nl»p; the device was first included, 
but because"of the inadequacy of supply and the service 
department's doublt as to the effect of the device in such 
a short course, between two river ports» the idea was then 
abandoned. But according to test results on the operation 
of the stem engine we thlrite that if the power saved during 
stand fast of stem main engine in ahead operation could be 
added to the output of stern main engines,- the propeller 
efficiency and speed would undoubtly be greatly improved. 
Therefore, if conditions pormit, the addition of a super- 
charger to the stern main engine is worthy of considera- 
tion. 

5. The selection of dimensions for this ship's rudder 
post and rate of power of stem steering gear was based on 
the torque exerted on the stem rudder during ahead opera- 
tion. But in actual service the stem rudder was not used 
during ahead operation. And test results also showed 
low efficiency of stem rudder during ahead operation. 
Therefore, the selected rate of power of the stem steer- 
in« gear and dimensions of rudder post exceeded actual 
needs. In the future the stem rudder design should be 
improved. 
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6. The transverse bulkheads of this ship ^quipped 
™-i+* rive.looo x 600 electrically controlled water iignt 
SSr-      ?he Sate of power of electric motor for these 
doors,    me J£ v^*JJ+ + a      These doors are opened con- doors was 0.60 kilo ,'?at*s,i ties© awi. * seldom 
qtantlv except in emergency.    Inereloiw9   vnejr **« » 
Sedl 'considering that this ship is a r            «S^lied 
equipment can be saved if regular meobanloally»Cwutro.il.a 
doors are used instead» 

POSTSCRIPT 
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